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1. INTRODUCTION 
Dag Normann 
University of Oslo. 
In his address to the Nice Congress in 1970 and later in his 
lecture at the Oslo Symposium in June 1972 G. Sacks defined an 
abstract 1-section to be a countable admissible set M satisfying 
local countability and ~0-dependent choice, and he proved that 
a set M is an abstract 1-section if and only if for some normal 
type-2-functional F, 1 - so (F) = M n @( w) • His proof is found in 
Sacks [18]. 
I later gave another proof for this theorem, see Normann [17]. 
The starting point for the theory described in this paper was an 
attempt to imitate the proof of [17] in a setting of higher types. 
I found it convenient to work within the general context of compu-
tation theories. The notion of a computation theory was intro-
duced by Moschovakis [15] and was further developed by Fenstad [4]. 
A good reference for our purpose is the recent survey Fenstad [5]. 
I was successful in carrying through the first step viz to 
imbed a higher type computation theory in a suitable set theoretic 
structure (see section 1.1), but I did not succeed in lifting the 
forcing argument. However, there are other applications of the 
imbedding theory which will be described in sections 1.3 and 1.4. 
I would like at this point to thank J. Moldestad for his ever-
lasting willingness to explain the "hard" facts of higher type 
1 ~ 2 
recursion theory to me. I will also express my thanks to 
J.E. Fenstad for many helpful discussions and suggestions concerning 
this paper. 
1.1. The general imbedding 
Companion theory for theories over w is well developed. 
Let @ be a theory in which w is finite, and let S be p-normaL 
(We define finiteness and p-normality in 1.5. See Fenstad [5] 
for details.) Then 1-en(e) forms a Spector-class. 
Let R8 = [(a,cr); 
Let a= sup[lal 8 ; a 
a is a e-computation and !ale = crJ • 
Rr.::> 
is a ~-computation). Then (Lav'R®) is 
called the companion of ® • We then have the following results: 
Theorem A Let M be the companion of @ . 
a 1-sc(®) consists exactly of those subsets of w that are 
~ 1 -definable over M , i.e. 
1-sc(e) = M n w2 
b 1-en(e) consists exactly of those subsets of w that are 
~ 1 (R9 )-definable over M. 
c (M,R8 ) is an admissible structure, ~ 1 -projectible to w 
d x E M if and only if there is a subset A c w x w , A E M , 
such that A is isomorphic to (TC([x}),E) 
e All elements of M are countable inside M , and M satis-
fies ~0 -dependent choices. 0 
Remark The basic source for this can be found in the construction 
of meta recursion theory by Kreisel and Sacks [13], and the con-
struction of the 'next admissible' by Barwise, Gandy and 
Moschovakis [2]. For further information and technical development, 
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see Sacks [18] and Moschovakis (16]. A general imbedding theorem 
for Specter-theories is also stated in Fenstad (4]. 
Now, let I = U tp(i) for some k E w • 
i<k 
Let 9 be a computation theory on I satisfying: 
i w is the domain of codes and the values of computations. 
ii I is weakly 9-finite. 
iii ® is p-normal. 
iv c. 
1 
(=the characteristic function for type (i)) is 9-comput-
able for all i < k 
ev(i) (= the point-evaluation on type i , 
(i)( i i-1) i( i-1)) 1·s ev a. ,a. = a. a. el-computable. 
We have a ®-computable pairing ( , ) , with @)-computable 
inverses, and a function such that V[ x. } . E 3:y E I (y) . = x. 1 1 1 w 1 1 
being B-computable. These functions are called primitives. 
v There is a ®-index e such that 
{e)(x,e') = x(>..b{e'}(b,x)) 
whenever this makes sense. 
Then we call e a type-k-theory. For further information, see 
the forthcoming paper by Fenstad [5]. 
We are going to imbed the full section of e in a family 
structures (Ma)aEI in VI in the following way (VI = the 
universe of sets with I as urelements. See Barwise ( 1 J ) : 
We say that A c I x I is a code for a set X E VI if 
i A/~ is isomorphic to TC([xJ) 
<=> (a,b) E A & (b,a) E A • 
where a '""' b 
of 
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ii Pairs (O,a) in the domain of A will always code the ur-
element a E TC([x}) , and a E TC([x}) will always and only 
be coded by (O,a) • 
Ma[S] is defined to be those elements in VI having a code in 
k+ 1- sc ~[a] , where 
(e,cr,n) E 9[a] <=> (e,a,cr,n) E B • 
We call ((Ma[eJ>aEI'RS) the spectrum of 9 , and denote it 
Spec(®) . 
Theorem B 
a Each Ma is countable (lemma 3.6) ¥ 
b Each Ma is rudimentary closed in 
(lemma 3.7). 
L~ 
It' 
and our primitives. 
R 
c Each Ma satisfies 60S-separation (lemma 3.8). 
R 
d Each Ma satisfies 6 0 8 -DC (lemma 3.13). 
e If x E Ma , then x c M 
- a if and only if x is countable 
in Ma • ( 1 emma 3 • 1 4 ) • 
Let M = U Ma 
aEI 
Let P c M • 
0 
We say that P is ~*-definable if there is a ~0-formula ~ with-
out parameters such that for all a and all x E J:v1a , 
x E P <=> 3:y~(x,y) <=> ( 3:y E Ma) q> (x,y) 
If P and M 'P both are L:* , then P is called ~*-definable. 
This notion may be relativized to R8 and to an a E I • 
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Theorem C 
a (~*-collection. For proof see lemma 3.12). 
Let a E I Assume ~ is ~oR~a and 
Vb E I ax E M (a' b) ~ ( x , b) • 
Then there is a set u E Ma such that 
Vb E I ax E u n M (a , b) ~ ( x, b ) 
b Each Ma is uniformly ~ 1 -projectible to w • 0 
Theorem D (Theorem 3.17) 
Let 9 be a theory on I , A c I • 
Then A E k+1-en(e) <=>A is ~*-definable over Spec(®) • 
0 
Remark In Harrington [7], Harrington proves a theorem which is 
essentially the same as theorem D. 
Corollary (Corollary 3.18) 
Let ~ 1 and e2 be two theories, Spec(e1 ) = (Ma)aEI , 
Spec(g 2 ) = (Na)aEI • Then the following are equivalent 
i s1 and ®2 are equivalent theories. 
ii ( va E I) (Ma = N a) and and are ~* in each other. 
0 
1.2 Abstract Approach 
Let (Na>aEI be a set of structures in VI • (N ) is a aEI 
called a family if 
i I E Na for all a E I . 
By an abstract spectrum we mean a family 
RcN= U N 
aEI a 
such that 
( N ) and a relation a aEI 
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i For all a EI and all x:: VI~ x ENa :i.fandorilyif x has a code in Na. 
ii Each Na is rudimentary closed. 
iii (Na>aEI satisfies ~*(R)-collection. 
* iv Na = ~a(R) , where we use no parameters but natural numbers 
or a • 
v 
Theorem E 
a (Theorem 4.7). 
((Na)aEI'R) is an abstract spectrum if and only if there is 
a theory ~ such that Spec(s) = ((Na)aEI'Rs) and R and R9 
are ~* in each other over (Na)aEI • 
b (Theorem 4.6). 
A family is called nice if it satisfies i-iii above. 
--
If 
(Na)aEI is a nice family relative to F , where F is a 
functional of type k+2, then (Va E I) (k+ 1- sc(F,a) s; Na) • 
0 
D.B. McQueen proved in [14] a special case of b in the theorem 
above. 
Theorem F (Theorem 4.4) 
Let <M ) be a nice family. a aEI Let f be a function defined 
on M = lJ Ma such that for all a E I , when X E Ma 
' 
then 
aFI 
f(x) E ~'! 
'a 
(i.e. f is closed in (Ma)aEI) • Assv.lii.e that 
(the graph of) f is * Define the function r inductively 6. • 
by 
r(y) = f((r(~)>s<v) 
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Then r is definable, and if y E Ma 1 then r(y) E Ha and 
Corollary (corollary 4.5) 
The function r(p,y) = L~[I] is ~*-definable, and if y E Ma , 
p E Mb then L~[I] E M(a 1 b) • 
a 
1.3 Recursion in~ normal~ k+2 object. 
Let 9 , (Ma>aEI and R8 be given. We say that (Ma>aEI is 
R9-impenetrable if for all functions g such that vavx E Mag(x) E Ma 
* and such that the graph of g is n -definable, there is a nice 
family relative to R~p<Na>aEI such that va(NasMa) , and for 
some a , Na I Ma , and g is closed in (Na>aEI • 
This definition generalizes the following way of characterizing 
recursively Mablo: 
M is rJiahlo if for all f1 1-functions g there is an admissible 
N '- M such that g 11 lif c N • 
Theorem G (Theorem 6.3) 
The following statements are equivalent: 
i There is a normal type k+2-functional F such that 
k + 1 - en ( e ) = k + 1 - en (F) • 
ii Spec(8) is not R -impenetrable. 
0 
Remark Over w this result was proved by Simpson [10], and 
independently by Kechris and Harrington [9]. In the setting of 
higher types a result essentially equivalent to theorem G was 
independently proved by Kechris [11]. 
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The following theorem which recently has been proved by 
L. Harrington and J. Moldestad c~plements the characterization 
result of the previous theorem. 
Theorem H. 
Let ® be a type-k theory and assume that tp(k-1) is strong-
ly ®-finite (i.e. the semirecursive relations are closed under 
:H:a.k-1) • 
Then there is a normal type-k+2 functional F such that 
i k+1-sc(F,a)=k+1-sec(B[aJ), forall aEI. 
ii k- en( F) = k- en(e) • 0 
Remark. Sacks [19] proved i in the case where 9 is the type-k-
theory associated with a normal functional G of type > k+3 • 
Harrington [7] proved 11 under the same assumptions. Theorem H 
gives a characterization since tp(k-1) is strongly finite in 
the recursion theory derived from a normal type-k+2 functional 
(see e.g. MacQueen [14]). 
1.4 Recursion in the Super-jump. 
The Superjump was introduced by R. Gandy [6]. L. Harrington 
defined in [7] a notion of strong recursion in sk+3, Fk+2 • We 
call the resulting computation theory the Harrington-theory for 
sk+3,F. Harrington proved that this will be a type-k-theory in 
our sense. 
Our next result was inspired by the main results of Harrington 
[8]. 
a Let 
Then 
F p 
F p 
be the ordinal for recursion in i.e. 
is the 1st recursively Mahlo in F ordinal. 
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b LF n{f(w) = 1-sc(s3.F). PF 
Now, let e, (Ma)aEI and R8 be given. We say that (Ma)aEI is 
* strongly R8-impenetrable if for all a E I , all ~a-functions 
being closed in the family (M(a,b))bEI , there is a nice family 
relative to R9 , (Nb)bEI such that for all b • 
We say that (Ma)aEI is hyper impenetrable in R e if (Ma)aEI 
is strongly impenetrable in R® 
' 
and for all t.*-functions 
being closed in (Ma)aEI 
' 
g is closed in a proper, strongly 
impenetrable in R8 , subfamily (Na)aEI of (Ma)aEI • 
Over w , this gives us hyper-r1ahlo. 
Theorem I (theorem 7.7) 
g 
Let 8 be a type-k-theory. The following two statements are 
equivalent: 
i There is a type k+2 functional F such that k+ 1- en(e) = 
the envelope of the Harrington theory of sk+3,F • 
ii Spec(®) is strongly R~-impenetrable, but not hyper impene-
trable in R9 • 
0 
Over w we then have: 
Let ~ be the ordinal of 8 • 9 is the Harrington-theory 
of s 3 and some type-2 functional F if and only if ~ is 
1.5 Notations 
The set of finite-type functionals over w is defined by 
tp(O) = w = the set of natural numbers. 
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tp(k+1) = wtp(k) =all functions defined on tp(k) with values in w. 
Kleene [12] defined a hierarchy for recursion in higher types. 
We will use an equivalent hierarchy presented in Fenstad [5]. 
Let I= tp(O) u ••• u tp(k) for a given k E w • 
A computation theory 
®-code e such that 
{e}(e',a) 
on I is called finite if there is a 
if Vbfe'J(a,b) ::- 0 
if fe 1 }(a,b) converges for all b , and 
:3:b£e'J(a,b) ::- 1 • 
To all ®-computations a , there is an ordinal l!a!l 8 , indicating 
the length of the computation. 
!H) is a p-normal theory if there is a 9-computable function {e} 
such that 
If a or b are ®-computations, then (eJ(a,b) converges, 
i.e. has a value. 
In that case 
(e}(a,b) = { 
if llall@ 5 llbn 8 1 
o if l!al\9 > llbJ1 8 
By convention, lib lliOl = co when b is not a computation. 
We will use some standard notation, among which we mention 
{e}(a)~ = the computation has s value. 
(e}(a)t = the computation never stops. 
[e1J(a): (e2}(b). The values are both defined and equal. 
VI The universe of sets having I as urelements, i.e. the result 
of iterated power-set operation on I • 
TO transitive closure operator. 
Aknowledgements 
Much of this theory is independantly developed by Y.N. Moscho-
vakis~ A.S. Kechris and L. Harrington. Analogues to the theorems 
B - E and theorem G are also proved by them. 
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2. A METHOD OF CODING 
In this section we will construct a way of coding sets in VI 
as subsets of I and study some of the properties of this coding. 
Most of the proofs are rather technical and involve no new methods. 
They are therefore given in detail in an Appendix, since we believe 
that they do not contribute essentially to the understanding of 
the main body of the text. 
On I we have a recursive pairing function, (, ) , and recur-
sive partial inverses ( ) 0 and ( ) 1 • For i < k , let ci be 
the characteristic function of tp(i) , i.e. 
0 if X E tp(i) 
1 otherwise 
Let ev(i) be the evaluation function defined on tp(i) x tp(i-1) 
as follows 
ev(i)(a,x) = a(x) 
Given an w-sequence (a.).E from I , we may code it as one 
l l w 
element 
such that the inverse function 
f(i,a) =(a). 
l 
is recursive. Note that the definition may be made so that (a) 0 
and (a) 1 are the same, irrespective of whether a is looked upon 
as a pair or as a sequence. 
In this part we will regard I as a set of urelements, and 
the functions described above as primitives. 
2.2 
In the w-situation, recall part d of theorem A of the intro-
duction. There we had a set A , recursive in the theory @ , 
and isomorphic to (TC{X},E) . We might call A a code for X • 
It is this way of coding sets we want to generalize. The coded 
sets are to be taken from the universe VI • 
There are two natural problems: 
a If we claim isomorphism between a code B and the structure 
(TC({XJ),E) , we would have no control over which sets we might 
code from the k + 1 - section of a given recursion theory. If 
b 
V = L , we have nice wellorderings, while under other set-
theoretic assumptions, there are no computable well-ordering 
of length X'; • 
Also, uniqueness would create great technical problems. 
We may have (TC({X}),E) 
having X = Y , e.g. if 
isomorphic to (TC({YJ),e) 
X = a and Y = b , where 
are different elements of I • 
, without 
a and b 
Concerning b , it is not hard to see that if (TC({X}),E) is 
isomorphic to (TC({YJ),E) with an isomorphism being the identity 
when restricted to the urelements, then X = Y • 
We solve problem b by always letting an urelement a be coded 
by (O,a) , and always letting (O,a) code a • 
We solve problem£ by identifying an element Y E TC({XJ) not 
only by a single urelement, but by a block of urelements. This 
means for instance that an ordinal a will be coded by prewell-
orderings of length a+1 , not only wellorderings. 
Our formal definition will be 
Definition 2.1 
A partial function 
P :cP(I) 
is defined as follows: 
p(A) is defined if 
.... v 
I 
2.3 
i A is a set of pairs such that no pairs of the form (a,(O,b)) 
is in A , where a I (O,b) • 
ii There is a set X E VI and a function 
f: dom A onto> TC({X)) 
such that 
(*) (Va,b E dom A)(f(a) E f(b) <=> (a,b)E A & l((b,a)E A)) 
& (f(a) = f(b) <=> (a,b)EA & (b,a) EA)) 
(**) If f is restricted to the pairs (O,a) E dom A , f 
becomes a 1-1-map, and this restriction is a function 
onto the urelements of TC([XJ) such that 
(V(O,a)E dom A)(f(O,a)) = a) 
By dom A we mean [ (a) 0 , a E A} u [ (a) 1 ; a E A} • 
If such X and f exist, they will, by trivial verifications, 
. 
be unique, and we let 
p (A) = X • 0 
If A is a code, and a E dom A, we say that a codes 
f(a) E TC( [XJ) • 
Note that a code for an ordinal a is a prewellordering of 
length <l+1 in I -.....([0) x I) .. 
Remark Through section 2 we call a set 1.order definable if it is 
either a subset of I , or a subset of UJ(I) , and if it is defined 
by a formula arithmetic over I , in which we may use our primitives~ 
Thus all quantifiers shall be taken over I • 
Lemma 2.2 
The set of codes is first order definable over I and in our 
primitives. 
A proof is found in the Appendix. 
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In the next lemmas, we will see that definable manipulations 
with sets often may be 'translated.' to first order manipulations 
with codes. 
Lemma 2.3 
a Let A be a code for a set x • Then we may, by a first order 
formula over I and our primitives, define a code B for the 
function 
f : A ..... TC ( [ x}) 
described in definition 2.1. 
b Let A1 and A2 be codes for ordinals ~ 1 and a 2 • Then 
we may, by a first order formula, define a code for the 
ordinal a 1+ a 2 • 
The proof is found in the Appendix. 0 
A natural closure property on a structure is to require closure 
under rudimentary functions. 
For the notion of rudimentary functions, see for instance 
K. Devlin [3] 
2.5 
In our definition, we add the primitives to the standard 
definition. Then we obtain: 
Definition 2.4 
a A function f: v¥ - VI is called rudimentary if it is gene-
rated by the following schemas: 
i. 
iv. 
1 < i < n 
x., x. 
1 J 
= (x. ,x.} 
1 J 
1 _::: i, j < n 
1 < i, j < n 
- -
u h(y,x2 , ••• ,xn) 
yEx1 
where h is rudimentary. 
~· f(x 1 , ••• ,xn) = h(g1 (x1 , ••• ,xn), ••• ,gm(x1 , ••• ,xn)) 
where h, g1 , ••• ,gm are rudimentary. 
vi. The functions ( )i, (,) , ci, and ev(i) are rudi-
mentary. 
b M ~ VI is rudimentary closed if 
(vx,f)(~ E Mn & f is rudimentary => f(i) E M) 
-where x = (x1 , ••• ,xn) denotes a sequence. 
c Let M _s VI 
Rud Cl(M) = The unique rudimentary closure of M 
= The least X such that M c X and X is 
rudimentary closed. 
d Let F ~ VI • If we add schema 
Yi!· f(x) = X n F • 
We obtain rudF , rudimentary relative to F • 0 
2.6 
From now on in part 2, F will always be a functional of type 
k+2 • Then the graph of F will be a subset of VI • 
A formula ~ is called ~0 if it is a formula in the usual 
language for VI , with E and the primitives as the only relation 
symbols, and in which all quantifiers are bounded. See Barwise (1]. 
Lemma 2.5 
a Let cp be a ~ 0-formula relative to our primitives on I • 
b 
Then there is a rudimentary function f 
cp such that 
_. _. 
(x) if ~(x) 
f (x) = { 
~ ¢ otherwise 
If ~ is ~F , f is rudF . 0 ~ 
Let M E VI • If A is first order definable over 
(M, E' ( )i, < , >' ev ( i), ci) then there is a rudimentary 
function fA , depending only on the definition of A 
' 
such 
that fA(M) =A • 
Moreover, if A is first order in F, fA will be rudF • 
We prove that b follows from a, and leave the proof of a for 
the Appendix. 
Let A be defined by the formula ~ • 
Let ~(M,x) = ~M(x); i.e. ~ with all quantifiers restricted 
to M • cp is ~ 0 • Let fcp be the function from part ~· 
Define 
f(M) = U [(f (M,x)) 1 J 
XEIVI ~ 
= [x; f (M,x) = (M,x) 1 • ~ ~ 
(Here (,) and ( )1 have their usual set-theoretic meaning). 
2.7 
For all elements in M , except ¢ , it is clear that 
'l'M(x) <=> x E f(M) • 
It is trivial to modify the definition such that 
'l'M(¢) <=> ¢ E f(M) if necessary. 
0 
Our next definition will enable us to handle codes more freely. 
The intention is that when we have a sequence of codes, we want 
to treat the members in a uniform way. 
If A1 and A2 are two different codes, a 1 E dom A1 and 
a 2 E dom A2 , we cannot by a first order analysis normally check 
if a 1 and a 2 codes the same or different sets. 
Thus we will sometimes restrict ourselves to a situation where 
the same elements of I codes the same elements in VI , inde-
pendent of which code in the sequence we choose. 
We have also seen, in some of the proofs, that we often need 
an extra supply of elements to be able to create new codes. 
Both these needs are taken care of in the next definition: 
Definition 2.6 
Let A1 , ••• ,An be a sequence of codes, let f 1 , ••• ,fn be 
the associated functions from definition 2.1. 
We say that A1 , ••• ,An is a compatible sequence of codes if 
i. ( yi, j < n) ( va E I) (a E dom A. & a E dom A . => f. (a) = f. (a)) 
- J. J J. J 
i i • ( lfY) (Vi, j ~ n) (If a E I ) ( a E d om A ; & f i ( a) = y & y is 
coded in A. 
J by some element 
(vi<n)(:Irn. < w)(va E dom A. )(a 
- J. J. 
is a pair (k,b) 
where k < ni & b E I) • 
2.8 
A single code A is called 9ompatible if it satisfies iii. 
Lemma 2.7 
Compatibility is first order definable. 
The proof is in the Appendix. 
0 
Lemma 2.8 
There is a function f' such that whenever A is a compatible 
code for a set x , a E dom A and a codes y E TC({x)) , then 
f' (A,a) is a code for y , compatible with A • By that we mean 
that {A,f'(A,a)J is a compatible sequence. 
Moreover, f'(A,a) = ~(I,w,A,a) for some rudimentary function~· 
We find it convenient to give the proof here as it is quite 
simple. 
A code b in A is a code for a set z E TC({y}) if and 
only if there is a finite sequence a 1 , ••• ,an such that ~ = b 
an = a , and for all i < n , (a. ,a. ) E A • 
l 11 
The formal definition will be 
( b , c) E f ' (A , a ) <=> ( 3: d E I ) ( :trn E w ) ( Vi ~ n )( ( ( d ) i , ( d ) i + 1 ) E A 
& (d) 0 = b & (d) 1 = c & (d)n = a) • 
By lemma 2.5.b this is rudimentary. 0 
In the next lemma we prove that rudimentary functions on sets 
may be imitated as rudimentary functions on compatible sequences 
of codes. 
Lemma 2.9 
Let f be a rudimentary function, f: V~ ~ v1 • Let p be 
the function from definition 2.1. 
2.9 
Then there is a rudimentary function f* such that whenever 
A1 , ••• ,An is a compatible sequence of codes, then f*(A 1 , ••• ,An) 
is a code compatible to A1 , ••• ,An , and 
Moreover, if F is of type k+2 and f is rudF , then f* 
will be rudF • 
The proof is by a careful induction on the defining schema 
for f • This induction is given in the Appendix, and we content 
ourselves here by calling attention to the following fact: 
Remark. Compatibility is not transitive. For instance, given 
x 1 ,x2 and x 3 with codes A1 ,A2 and A3 , we want to find a 
code for x 3 ' (x1' x2 ) • 
Our code B for x 1 , x 2 
Then we forget about A1 and 
is compatible with A1 ,A2 and A3 • 
A2 and find a code (for x 3 ' (x1' x 2 ) 
compatible with B and A3 • Note that C need not be compatible 
0 
In the proof of lemma 2.9 we define the notion of "main member 
of a code A" , being an element of dom(A) coding p(A) • 
We also define the rudimentary function g3 , having the following 
property: 
If A is a code for a set x , then g3(A) consist of exactly 
the urelements b E dom A coding an element of x • 
These two concepts will be used later in the text. 
(See lemmas 3.12 and 3.13). 
Lemma 2.10 
0 
Let M be the class of sets coded by elements in rP (I) • Let 
~ be a 60 -formula without parameters. Then there is a first 
order definable subset A~ of ~(I)n such that 
A-+ A.~ E A~ <=> is a sequence of compatible codes 
and M l= ~ ( p (A)) 
where we by p(A) mean (p(A1 ), ••• ,p(An)) 
This may be relativized to F • 
2.10 
The proof is by induction on the length of the formula 
is left for the Appendix. 
~ , and 
0 
Remark. The M in lemma 2.10 will consist of those elements of 
VI having hereditary cardinality less than or equal to that of I. 
Up to this point, we have worked with codes for sets and mani-
pulations with these. 
Now we will study substructures M of the universe VI in 
which there is a nice correspondence between the elements of M 
and the codes in M • 
Definition 2.11 
Let ']Js. @(I) .. By the structure of 'lj we mean 
[x: (3:A E r1j) (A is a code and p (A) = x} ._ 
Thus S tr ( fJ' ) = p" ( 7J- ) • 
M ~ VI is called an abstract structure if for all x E VI we 
have 
x E M <=> x has a code in M • 0 
Note that M = VI is an abstract structure if and only if 
M = Str(M n @ (I)) 
We see from lemma 2.3 that if M is a rudimentary closed abstract 
2.11 
structure, then M will have rather strong closure properties. 
For instance, let a 1 ,a2 EOn. Then 
Proof Let A1 E M be a code for a 1 , A2 E M be a code for a 2 • 
By lemma 2.3 there is a code A3 for a 1 + a 2 , first order 
definable from A1 and A2 • But then there is a rudimentary 
function f such that f(A1 ,A2 ) = A3 • 
Thus A3 E M , since M is rudimentary closed. 
But A3 E M , and A3 is a code for a 3 = a 1 + a 2 • 
Then a 3 E M itself. 0 
Remark. It seems likely that rudimentary closed abstract struc-
tures are closed under primitive recursive ordinal functions. 
Note that rudimentary closed abstract structures need not be 
transitive. 
How are we then going to interpret the various kinds of formu-
mas? Our main principle is that bounded quantifiers shall be ab-
solute, while unbounded quantifiers shall be interpreted dependent 
of the actual structure. 
To make this precise, we need a special language. 
Definition 2.12 
Let M ~ VI • The language ;(M will consist of the following 
symbols: 
i Constant symbols x for each x E M • 
Subconstant symbold x for each x E TC(M) . 
~ 
A list of variables. 
ii Negation, 1 , and disjunction, v • 
E ' = ' ( , ) ' ( )i ( i) , c. , ev • J.. . 
i v Bounded quantifiers 3: v E x • 
v Unbounded quantifiers. 
By a sentence we mean a closed formula without subconstant 
symbols. 
We interpret the formulas as follows: 
~' l will denote constant symbols or subconstant symbols. 
i Mf= X E l if X E y . ,..,. 
M I= X= l if X = y ,..,. 
Analougs for < ' > , ( )i ' ci and 
ev(i) 
. 
ii 1 and v are interpreted as usual. 
iii Unbounded quantifiers 3:v 
M f= 3:v cp(v) <=> (3:x E M)(M f= cp(,!)) 
iY Bounded quantifiers 
M f= ~v E ~ cp(v) <=> (3:y-E x)M f= cp(y) • 
= 0 
The distinction between constant symbols and subconstant 
symbols is important when we want a formula to be interpretable 
in substructures of M • 
Note the difference between iii and iv. A bounded quantifier 
may range over something outside M , while an unbounded quantifier 
do range over l\1 • 
To illustrate, note that when M is not transitive, the two 
formulas are not always equivalent: 
( av )( v E ~ & cp ( v)) and ( :!l:v E ~) cp ( v) • 
The nontransitivity of M has caused some problems, which 
2.13 
excuses the emotional overtones of the following definition. 
Definition 2.13 
Let M S VI , and let X EM • 
We say that X is clean (M-clean) if X c:M • 
We say that X is dirt:t: (M-dirty) if X is not clean. 
n 
3.1 
3. THE SECTION AND ENVELOPE OF A THEORY 
The coding technique of section 2 will now be used to imbed 
type-k-theories into suitable set-theoretic structures. 
Again we leave some of the proofs for the Appendix, either 
because they are tedious, but fairly trivial technical proofs, 
or because we do not need the results for applications in this 
paper, but for their own sake and, may be, for later use. 
Definition 3.1 
i w is the domain of codes and the values of computations. 
ii I is weakly ®-finite, i.e. there is an index e such that 
whenever e~ is an index, then 
r 
if A.b[e'J(a,b) is total and 
for some b {e' }(a, b) = 0 
(eJ(a,e') if A.b[e'J(a,b) is total, but = 11 
I for no b [e'}(a,b) = 0 
lundefined otherwise 
iii @ is p-normal (i.e. there is a ®-computable functional p 
such that 
p(cr,o)~ if CT or 5 is a ®-computation, 
and then 
p(cr,o) 0 if lcrle < IE:JI 8 
p(cr,o) = 1 if lcrlr.i\ > lol2 • 
. tfl 
Here I 18 is the length function associated with the theory e • 
3.2 
i v ( , ) , ( ) i, ci and ev( i) are '8-computable. 
v There is a @-index e such that 
(e}(x,e') = x(Ab{e'J(b,x)) 
whenever this makes sense. 
vi All computations are single valued. 0 
By @[a] we mean the following theory 
(e,cr,x) E e[a] <=> (e,a,cr,x) E g , 
When @ is a type-k-theory, ~[a] will be a type-k-theory for 
all a E I • 
Remark For further information on computation theories see e.g. 
Fenstad [5]. 
The existence of a selection operator for numbers will be 
basic for our further theory. This was proved in various degrees 
of generality by Gandy, Moschovakis and Grilliot. For a recent 
exposition, see McQueen [14]. 
Lemma 3.2 
® admits a selection operator for numbers, i.e. if A c w x I 
is. ,s.,.semicomputable, then there is a tEl-computable function f 
'such that 
Va(3:n((n,a) EA) => f(a)~ & (f(a) ,a) E A) 0 
As a simple consequence of weak finiteness we obtain that the 
set of semicomputable relations in I is closed under universal 
quantification over I . 
Lemma 3.3 
Recursion in a normal object F of type > k+2 form a theory 
over I. 
3.3 
This result is basically due to R. Gandy 0 
Note that we did not demand that .tp(k-1) is strongly e-finit~ 
i.e. that the e-semicomputable relations are closed under exist-
ential quantifiers over tp(k-1) • 
D.B. McQueen proved this in [14] when ~ is the type-k-theory 
derived from some normal type k+2 functional. It is not known 
if tp(k-1) is strongly !Pl-finite for arbitrary type-k-theories. 
Definition 3.4 
Let B be a type-k-theory. By the full section of ® , we 
mean those subsets of I that are in k+ 1- sc (e[a]) for some 
a E I • 
0 
Recall the definition 
R8 = {(a,~) ; a is a ®-computation and la/ 9 = ~J • 
Note that the full secti.en of ® is exactly those subsets 
of I constructible in R8 over I up to rank(R®) • This was 
observed by Harrington in [7) • 
Now we are going to define the structure in which we will 
imbed recursion in ® • 
Definition 3.5 
Let ® be a theory. 
Let r;/-a[®] be the k+ 1- section of the theory ®[a] • · 
Let Ma[®] = Str(~a[®]) (See definition 2.11). 
We call ((Ma[@])aEI'Re) the spectrum of e , and denote it 
by Spec(e) • 0 
We will omit [e] when it is clear from the context. We will 
sometimes also denote the family (Ma>aEI by Spec(®) • 
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Remarks A set A is in the k+ 1-:- sc f9[a] if and only if there 
is a @-computable function f , not necessarily total, such that 
lXf(a,x) is the characteristic function of A . A will then 
have a e-index. 
Thus a set x will be an element of Ma if and only if there 
is a 9-index, e, such that lb( ( eJ®(a, b)) is the characteristic 
function of a code for x • 
In theorem A in the introduction we gave several characteri-
zations of the companion of a theory over w • Definition 3.5 is 
a generalization of characterization d from this theorem. We 
will later prove that the original definition of the companion 
also in a suitable way generalizes to Spec(e) • 
Lemma 3,6 
Each Ma is a countable abstract structure (definition 2.11). 
The proof is trivial and may be found in the Appendix. 
A general result of computation theories is the second recur-
~ theorem. It states: 
Let F be a ®-computable functional. Then there is a 
®-computable function f such that for all a E I 
F(f,a) '::: f(a) 
f is called a fix-point for F , and we sometimes refer to 
this theorem as the fix-point-theorem. 
In most of our applications, there will only be one unique 
fix-point which will be total. Mostly f will be the characteri-
stic function of some code. 
Lemma 3.7 
Each Ma is rudimentary closed in R~ • 
3.5 
Proof By lemma 2.9 it suffices to prove 
ii If x1 , ••• ,xn E Ma , then we may find a compatible sequence 
A1 , ••• ,An of codes for x1 , ••• ,xn in Ma. 
We prove i and leave the proof of ii, which uses the fix-point-
theorem, for the Appendix. 
Let x E Ma , Let A E Ma be a code for x • A is a well-
founded relation with length IAI • We claim that there is a 
computation with argument a of length greater than jAj • If 
not, we would be able to prove that the set of computations in a 
would be a-computable. 
I 
Let ~ be the length of such a computation. Then 
Re n x = Rer~ n X • 
But Re to. = [(b,f3) ; 13 <a & (b,g) E R } is an element of Ma • @ 
By ii, Ma is rudimentary closed, and i follows. 0 
Recall definition 2.12 about interpretation of formulas on 
nontransitive structures. By that definition a ~ 0-formula holds 
in Ma if and only if it holds in the universe. 
Lemma 3.8 
Ma satisfies 60 -separation , i.e. 
If cp is a 60 -formula without parameters, and x E Ma , then 
[ y E x ; cp ( y) } E Ma 
Proof By lemma 2.5 there is a rudimentary function fcp such that 
if cp(y) 
otherwise 
Let g(x) = 
Since 
Now 
or 
u {f (y)) 
yEx cp 
is rudimentary closed, 
[yE x; cp(x)} = g(x) 
g(x) E Ma • 
[yEx; ep(x)J = g(x),{¢}. 
In both cases, the set will be in Ma • 
3.6 
The proof is general, so if any structure M is rudimentary 
closed, it will satisfy ~ 0-separation. 
Of course lemma 3.8 may be relativized to Re • 
By ~ 0-Collection we mean the following principle: 
Let cp be a ~0-formula, u E Ma • 
Assume 
I>ia f= vx E -u ~ y cp ( x, y ) _ 
Then there is a Ma-clean set v such that 
Vx E u ~y E v cp(x,y) 
By 60 -Dependent Choices ·(60 - DC) we mean the following 
prinCiple: 
Let. cp be a ~0-formula. 
Assume 
Ma ~ _vx ~ y cp ( x, y) • 
Then there is a sequence (x.).E E Ma such that J. J. w 
Before we are able to verify these principles, we need some 
more machinery~ 
Definition 3.9 
We say that x E w is an a-index for a set 
0 
= { 
1 
if b E e 
X 
e c I 
x- if 
Lemma 3 .. 10 
Let ~ be a ~ 0-formula, P the function from definition 2.1. 
Let a E I • 
Then there is a subset B~[a] of w , uniformly S[a]-semi-
computable, such that whenever x is a sequence of a-indices 
-for sets ex , then 
is a compatible sequence of codes and· ~(p(G )) • 
X ·-
Proof By lemma 2.10 there is a set A~ in (fiJ(I))n that is 
first order definable over I , such that 
A E A~ if and only if A is a compatible sequence of codes 
such that ~(p(K)) • 
A~ is obviously e-computable, and there will be a number e 
- -such that whenever x are a-indices for ex we have 
if 
if 
Let 0 
Lemma 3.11 
The relation •x is an a-index for a set• is e[a]-semi-
computable, uniformly in a·· 
Proof 
x is an a-index for a set 
. 
if and only if 
[x)e[a] is the characteristic function of a set 
if and only if 
( Vy E I )(8: z E w) ( ( z = 0 V z = 1 ) & [ x} ® [a J ( y) ::: z) ~ 
By definition, almost, 
[(x,y,z); {x}®[a](y) z} 
is ®[a]-semicomputable. 
3.8 
By the selection theorem for numbers, the semicomputable rela-
tions are closed under existensial number quantifiers. 
Since I is weakly @-finite, the semicomputable relations 
are closed under universal quantification over I . 
Lemma 3.12 
R 
Ma F 6 e-Collection. 
Proof 
-
0 
Let Ma I= Vx E u 3:y rp(x,y,RIH'I,x) , where u,x E Ma and rp 
is b. 0 • 
Given u,y,x , we know that all information we need about R8 
-lies inside TC(u,y,xJ • Thus we are only interested in 
~tmax rank(u,y,~) • 
Now, assume that we have given a code A for u and codes 
-B for -x , with fixed a-indices. 
Given an a-index e for a code for a set y, we may, uni-
formly in e , by the fix-point-theorem, find an index for a code 
-for max rank(u,y,x) • 
Again, using the fix-point theorem, we find an a-index for 
a code for 
R8 frank(u,y,x) • 
Let g be the function computing this index from e • 
Let b E dom A code an element xb E u • b E g3 (A) , where 
g3 is the rudimentary function from the proof of lemma 2.9, 
picking out just that kind of b's • Let 
C = {(b,e); e is an index for a set y , and 
By lemmas 3.10 and 3.11 we see that C is semicomputable. 
By the selection theorem for numbers, lemma 3.2, there is a 
computable function f , defined on g3 (A) such that 
(Vb Eg3(A))((b 1 f(b))E C) • 
Let Cf(b) be the code with index f(b) • Using the fix-point-
theorem as in lemma 3.7, we may assume that the codes are compat-
ible, and that (1,0) is not in the domain of any of them. Let 
C = u Cf(b) u ((d,(1,0)); d is the main member of some 
u bEg3 (A) 
cf(b)} u [((1,0), (1,0))} • 
Recall from the proof of lemma 2.9 that a main member in a code A 
for a set x is a b E dom A coding x • Cu is s[a]-comput-
able, and it is a code for exactly the kind of set we wanted to 
construct. 0 
By standard methods we may prove that Ma satisfies ~ 1 -sepa­
ration and ~ 1 -collection. We use ~0-separation and collection. 
Lemma 3.13 
R M I= A tal - DC a uo • 
3.10 
The proof is of the same kind as that of lemma 3.12, and is left 
for the Appendix. 0 
We say that a structure M satisfies clean countability if 
all M-clean elements of M are countable inside M • 
Lemma 3.14 
For all a E I , Ma satisfies clean countability. 
For proof, see the Appendix. 0 
~0-DC and local countability played a key role in the proof 
of Sack's abstract 1-section result. The notion of clean count-
ability is intended as an analogue of the notion of local count-
ability and may be useful in the search for an abstract k+1- sec-
tion result. 
As an introduction to our next concept, ~*-definability, we 
prove that each Ma is, uniformly in a, ~ 1 (R9 )-projectible to W• 
Define 
p~x) = n <=> :!f:a([b; ((n,a,b,O) ,a:) E R9 } is a 
code for x 
& V 13 < a. V m E w [ b ; ( ( m, a 1 b , 0 > , f3 ) E R9 } 
is not a code for x 
& Vm<n ((b; ·((m,a,b,O),a.) ER9 } 
is not a code for x ) • 
The matrix here is trivially seen to be ~ 1 , and since for a given 
x the n above exists and is unique, we have found a projection. 
Up to this point we have only discussed the properties of 
each Ma separately. But it is the family (Ma>aei that descri-
bes the full section and the envelope of ® • 
Let M = U Ma • 
aei 
We say that a subset P c M 
-
is if there is a 
~ 0-formula ~ without parameters such that whenever x E M(a,b) 
3.11 
(*) x E P <=> (ayEM)cp (x,y) <=> (ayEM(a,b))cp (x,y). 
Moreover, P is ~*-definable if P is ~~-definab~e; se defini-
tion 2.12 for interpretation of the formulas. 
In most cases we allow extra relation symbols, R1 , ••• ,~ , 
in the 6 0 -formula cp • We then obtain ~~(R1 , ••• ,Rn) and 
~*(R1 , ••• ,Rn) , where R1 , ••• ,Rn are the interpretations of 
R1 , • • • ,Rn • 
We use the equivalence between the two formulas in (*) in 
the proof of lemma 3.16. The essential part of (*) is 
By ~*-collection we mean the following principle: 
.... 
Let b E I and let x be a sequence of sets from Mb • 
Let cp be a 6 -formula. 
0 
If 
-> 
v a E I _a x E M < a , b) cp ( a , x , x ) 
then there is a u in Mb such that 
( v a E I ) (ax E u) cp (a, x, i) . 
We prove that (Ma>aEI satisfies ~*(R9 )-collection exactly 
in the same way that we proved ordinary 60 -collection: By the 
selection theorem for numbers we find a function f , e-computable 
in b such that f(a) is an index for a set in M(a,b) satis-
fying cp • We make the codes compatible, and glue them together. 
Instead of finding a set u such that 
... 
Va E I ax E u cp(a,x,x) 
we might find a function h E Mb such that 
... 
Va E I cp(a,h(a),x) • 
The advantage of this is that for ail such functions, h(a)E M(a,b)• 
We could do the same with ordinary collection. Instead of a 
3 .. 12 
clean set, we construct a function defined on w .That a set is a 
function defined on w may be expressed by a 60 -formula, while 
cleanness is only ~ 1 -definab.le. 
P c M is ~* if both P and M \ P are ~* • As a corollary 
of ~*-collection, we obtain ~*-separation. 
The following lemma gives some useful closure properties of 
the class ~* : 
Lemma 3.16 
a If p is 6*-definable, and Q is 60 (P) , then Q 
is 6*-definable. 
b If p is ~*-definable and b E I , then P n TC(Mb) 
is ~ 1 -definable over Mb • 
A detailed proof is given in the Appendix. 0 
In the proof of a we use the absoluteness properties of the 
formulas. These properties do not hold for ordinary ~ 1 -defini­
tions over Mb. Nevertheless, we do have ~0 (6 1 ) ~ ~1 over Mb. 
The main trick in the proof (which we omit) is to use clean count-
ability. 
Note that the * ~ -sets are not always closed under bounded 
existensial quantification. Let ~ be a 6 0 -formula, and let 
A c I be defined by 
b E A<=> aa EI ax ~(a,b,x) 
and suppose that ~. has the correct absoluteness property, i.e. 
if we find an x , then we may find it in M(a,b) • 
We may also define A by 
b E A <=> a X 3: a E I ~ (a, b 'X) • 
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We cannot however in this case always find the x in Mb • Hence 
the absoluteness property is lost. 
The ~*-formulas are closed under universal quantification. 
The proof of this is almost identical to the proof of the in-
clusion 60 (6*) c 6* • 
We see that the *' 2: -subsets of I have important properties 
in common with the semicomputable relations. This leads up to 
the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.17 
Let ® be a type-k-theory and A c I • Then 
A E k+1- en ® 
if and only if 
A is ~*-definable in Re • 
Proof 
Let A be semi-computable; 
A = [a; (n}(a) :: 0} • 
Define 
P(x,a) <=> x E R8 & (x) 0 is a triple 
Then 
a E A <=> ax P(x,a) • 
But this x must be the tuple ((n,a,O),a.) EMa , where a. is 
the length of the computation [n1(a) ~ 0 , which gives the 
absoluteness property. 
Now, let 
a E A <=> a X E Ma p (X' a) <=> a X E. M p (X J a) ' 
where P is 
R 
" @) uo • 
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From the proof of L*-collection we recall that there is a 
computable function f ; defined on a whenever ax E Ma P(x,a) , 
giving an a-index for a code for some x such that P(x,a) 
holds. We also see from the proof of the selection theorem for 
numbers that f diverges if no such x E J.'r1a exists. But then 
A = (a; f(a)tJ 
which, by definition means that A is semicomputable. 0' 
We call theorem 3.17 a (weak) normal form theorem. It is 
almost the same as 0,7 of Harrington [7], and the two theorems are 
easily derived from each other. 
Note that this normal form theorem lies strictly between the 
two 'natural candidates': 
I a E A <=> ( ax E s c ( 8 ) ) cp ( x , a) 
II a E A <=> (axE Full sc(e) )cp(x,a) • 
I does not for k > 0 include all e-semicomputable sets. 
II may in general include more than the e-semicomputable sets. 
Also note that in the formula P we only had natural numbers 
as parameters. 
By t:.*(R8 )-separation, we see that a subset A of I is 
@[a)-computable if and only if it is A1 (R9 ) definable. over Ma , 
without use of parameters. 
Corollary 3.18 
Let e1 and e2 be two type-k-theories. Then i and ii 
below are equivalent. 
i k+ 1- en e 1 = k+ 1- en IH\ 2 (IH\ 1 and e2 are equivalent 
theories). 
11 R81 and R82 are ~* in each other, and for all 
a E I , Ma [®1] = Ma[82] • 
Proof 
3.15 
i => ii • The envelope will always characterize the full section 
of a theory. Thus, for all a E I 
We prove that is :Sy theorem 3.17 
Thus a set of tuples, will be r:* 
for some 
(e,a,m) E ®1 <=> az E Ma ~((e,a,m),z) 
6. -in 0 R®2-formula cp • 
Let a denote a tuple of the form (e,a,m) • Then we have 
the following characterizations: 
(a,o:.) E R <=> (ax EM )(xc I & x is a set of pairs 91 a -
& x is a wellfounded relation 
& (VbE dam x)(3:z erl!a,b)cp(z,b) 
& ( Vb E d om x) ( Vc ~ b ) ( ( c , b) E x) 
ltll1 
& a E dom x & lalx = o:.) 
<=> (Vx EM )(xc I & x is a set of pairs 
a -
& ( Vb E d om x) ( 3: z E M b ) cp ( z , b ) 
a, 
& ( Vb E d om x )( V C .:Se 1 b )( ( C , b) E X ) 
& jxj > o. 
=> a E dom x) • 
Again it is simple to verify the absoluteness properties. Note 
that comparing a prewellordering or a well-founded relation to an 
ordinal, is a ~1 -operation over Mcr , uniform in cr • 
To be able to write up an appropriate form of 
(Va c .::::;®1 b) ( ( c, b) Ex) , note that we need this particular formula 
only when b is a computation. But then (c; c_s 19 b} is unif'ormly 
1 
computable in b • 
ii => i 
Let and be ~* , in each other. 
~*(R~ ) , and thus, by the theorem 
't'J2 
k+ 1 -en e1 = k+ 1- 2 ®2 • 
Then 
4. ABSTRACT APPROACH 
In this part we make a few contributions to an "abstract" 
characterization of spectra. We introduce the notions of abstract 
spectrum and ~ family, and show in particular that every ab-
stract spectrum is the spectrum of some type-k theory e • We 
also prove some results on inductive definitions over these more 
general structures. 
Definition 4.1 
Let (Na)aEI be a set of structures in VI • We call 
(Na)aEI a family if 
i I E Na for all a E I • 
ll (Va,b E I)(a ENb <=> Na,::: Nb) • 0 
The only thing we can derive from this definition is that 
For instance ([I,a))aEI forms a family. But our spec(e) also 
forms a family. 
Definition 4.2 
By an abstract spectrum we mean a family (Ma)aEI together 
with a relation R c M: u Ma such that 
aEI 
i a (Ma)aEI satisfies r*(R)-collection. 
b Each Ma is rudimentary closed in R 
c Each Ma is an abstract structure. 
-
ii For all a E I 
' M = a l\:(R) 
where we use no parameters but natural numbers. 
iii For all 
family relative to R • 0 
Remark Both i! and iii in definition 4.2 indicates that Ma will 
not be too wide. The following statement will be equivalent to iii. 
~ For all 
We introduced iii for tec~nical reasons. 
We will now study how inductive def~nitions behave inside 
nice families, so let (Ma>aEI be a nice family. We have observed 
that if each Ma is rudimentary closed, then each Ma satisfies 
~ 0-separation. By ~*-collection and ~0-separation over Ma, we 
obtain ~*-separation over Ma • 
We are going to illustrate the methods used to prove the main 
theorem of this section by one simple example. 
Lemma 4.3 
Let (Ma>aEI be a nice family. 
Let x E Ma for some a E I • Then . rank x E Ma • 
Proof 
First note that if x E Ma , then x has a code A in Ma • 
It is trivial by a rudimentary function to find a code for TC(x). 
Thus we may assume that x is transitive. Then 
rank x = a <=> Zf(f is a function & dam f = x 
& f(¢) = f(a) = 0 for all urelements a in x 
& Vy EX (f(y) = sup[f(z)+ 1 ; ZE y) 
& a. = sup[ f( z) + 1 ; z E xJ • 
<=> Vf (f is a function & dom f = X 
& f(¢) = f(a) = 0 for all urelements a in x. 
& YY E X ( f ( y ) = sup ( f ( z ) + 1 ; z E y} 
=>a. = sup(f(z)+ 1 ; z Ex} • 
We know that the f above is unique; call it fx • Using 
~*-collection we prove by induction on rank x that rank x E Ma 
and fx E Ma • 
We need the last claim to make the induction work for the 
first claim. 0 
The same method can be used to prove this general result. 
Theorem 4.4 
Let (Ma)aEI be a nice family. Let f be a function defined 
on M = lJ M such that when x E Ma , then f(x) E Ma • Assume 
aE:I a 
also that the graph of f is ~*-definable. Define the function r 
inductively by 
r(y) = f( u r(s)) • 
s<v 
Then, r is n*-definable, and if y c Ma , then r(y) E I>la 1 
and (r(s)>s<y E Ma • 
The proof is almost identical to the proof for 4.3. First, 
give a ~ 1 -definition for r • By induction on y , verify that 
this definition is actually 
induction work. 
* .b. • Use ~*-collection to make the 
It is convenient to use a code in Ma for y • Then for all 
S < y , we uniformly find a b in that code which codes s • 
~*-collection is simpler to use that way. 0 
Theorem 4.4.has one important corollary. 
Corollary 4.5 
Let (Ma>aEI be a nice family. Then the function 
is 
r(y) = L [I] y 
6*-definable, and if Y E Ma , then 
Proof We will prove that the function 
f(x) = DEF(x) 
L [I) E Ma .. y ~ 
4 .. 4 
satisfies the conditions in theorem 4.4. The proof is standard 
and we content ourselves with a brief sketch: 
Give a natural Godel-enumeration of the formulas [~8 }. The 
set of Godel-numbers will be a recursive set in ordinary 
recursion theory, and thus an element of Jl1a for all a • 
A truth valuation is a function v such that 
0 if cpe(x1, ••• ,xn) holds in X 
v ( e , x1 , ••• , xn) ={ 
if cp e ( x1 ' • • • 'xn) does not hold in 1 
We may prove by an induction on the rank of x that a truth-
X • 
valuation exists in Ma whenever x E Ma • The truth-valuation v 
is unique hence may be used to give a 6*-definition of DEF(x) • 
But since each Ma is rudimentary closed, we see that if 
x E Ma and y = x is defined as 
y = [zE x; xf= cp(z,x)} , 
-t 
where x are parameters from x , then y E Ma,x • Ma,x denotes 
... 
any Mb such that a,x E :rvrb • 
Using a code for x and ~*-collection, we conclude that 
DEF(x) E Ma • 0 
4.5 
, Theorem 4.6 
Let F be a type k+2 functional. Let (Ma>aEI be a 
family nice relative to F • Then k+ 1- sc(F,a) ~ Ma for all 
a E I • 
Remark D.B. McQueen [14] proved a theorem which essentially is 
a special case of this theorem. 
Proof Let r be the operator defining recursion in F • We use 
theorem 4.4.to prove that [(a,ra>1aEOn will be ~*-definable 
in F • By induction on the lengths of computations, we see that 
if (e,cr,x) is an F-computation, then j(e,cr,x)IF E Mcr. Com-
bining these results we obtain the theorem. Both claims are 
proved by analysing the operator r • 
The case of the initial functions, f ( x, a) = x + 1 , c i, ev (i) 
and definition by cases is trivial. All computations have. length 
one, and may be carried out in a ~* manner. 
Composition [(n,e,e')}(x) =[e) ([e'}(x)) for some fixed nEw. 
The length of computations is increased by one, and this is ob-
viously ~*-definable. The treatment og Permutation/Evaluation 
and Iteration is similar to the treatment of composition. 
Substitution ig higher types: This and the next are the only 
non-trivial cases. We assume given a code e such that 
fe)(e',x,a) = x(Ab[e'}(x,a,b)) 
whenever this makes sense, say b varies over tp(i) • Then 
each j(e',x,a,b)IF will be an element of Mx,a,b. By E*(F)-
collection restricted to tp(i) , we see that j(e,e',x,a)IF E Mx,a• 
The calculation will be 
(e}(e' ,x,a) = z <c:> :!Iy E tp(i)(Vw E tp(i-1) 
(y(w) = (e'}(x,a,w) & x(y) = z) • 
This is ~* definable. 
Recursion in F : This is quite analogous to the previous case. 
To obtain definability we make use of the fact that we work with 
definability relative to F • 0 
Remark This theorem is analogous to the statement that recursion 
in a type-two F stops inside any F-admissible structure (except, 
of course, HF). 
Theorem 4.7 
Let ((Ma>aeitR) be an abstract spectrum. Then there is a 
type-k-theory a such that 
ii R and R ® are in each other over 
Proof It suffices to find a theory e such that l:* (R) = k+ 1- en( e) 
over I • To this end we first establish three "claims": 
Claim 1 l:*(R) is normed. 
Proof Let A c I be a l:*(R) set defined by 
a E A <=> :!IX E Ma cp(a,x) <=> ~x cp(a,x) • 
If a and b are in A , we order them by letting a < b if 
we find an xa such that cp(a,xa) lower in the constructible 
4.7 
hierarchy than any xb such that ~(b,xb) • Here we use clause 
iii in the definition of abstract spectra. 
Our formal definitions will be 
(cp(a,x) & 1 cp(b,y)) 
a < b <=> (aa. EM(a,b))(axE L~[I])(cp(x,b) & 
-
vs < a: ((axE L~(IJ) cp (x, b) => 
(ayE L~[i]) cp (y,a)) • 
1'hese are both 2:* • 
0 
Claim 2 l:*(R) is w-parametrized. 
Proof There. is a Godel-enumeration of all 80 -formulas with-
out parameters, such that the relation 
... ... ~(i,a,x) <=> cpi(a,x) 
will be A*-definable. Then define A c w x I by 
(i,a) E A <=> Hx EMa ~(i,a,x) • 
A is 2:*(R) , and A is an w-parametrization. 0 
Claim 3 2:* (R) is closed under ..ifl and H w • 
The first was remarked in section 3, the latter is trivial. 
(M(a,n) = Ma for all n E w ). 
Now we define @) to be the type-k-theory generated by E*(R) • 
The w-parametrization A will, by definition be e-semicomput-
able, and thus E*(R) ~ k+ 1- en(e) • By claim 1 there is a norm 
on A , I! IIA • 
4.8 
Let 
0 if (i,a) E A 
f(i,a) = { 
undefined otherwise 
This function we will code by (1,0) 
Code functions 
ci by (2,i) 
ev(i) by (3,i) 
DC by (4,0) 
f(x,a) = x+1 by (5,a) 
(6,e,e') codes the composition of ( e} and { e' J 
Permutation/Evaluation is coded by (7,0) 
Iteration by (8,0) 
Substitution in higher types by (9,0) . 
We define the .set of computations by induction on the ordinals by 
at each level ~ to close under the functions {(2,i)} to [(9,0)}, 
and introduce the computations 
[(1,0)J((i,a)) = 0 
where (i,a) E A and lJ(i,a)l]A = ct • 
Each initial segment of A is ~*-definable, and by the arguments 
from theorem 4.6 we see that [((e,cr,x),~); je,cr,xj~ = a) will 
be ~*-definable. But this is R@l • Thus .t:.*(R@) ;:: e:.*(R) , and 
E*(R@)) = E*(R) • What is left is to prove that R E ~*(R@) • 
By clause ii, each element in Ma is ~:(R) , and ((i,x,a); cpi 
-
defines X over Mal will be ~* • But then 
c = [(i,b,a); cp. J. defines a code A for a set X in M a such 
that x E R and b E A} 
is ~*(R) • This will be ~*(R@) • 
The norm on C can be made so that for all i,a we have 
The following will then be a ~*-definition of R from R8 : 
R:::: {x; (3:c,i,a 3:A)(c ec&A:::: {b; ll<i,b,a)\10 < llc1! 0J 
& A codes x) • 
Since we may do the same with M"" R , the proof is complete. 
0 
5., 1 
5. PARTIAL CONSTRUCTIBILITY AND NICE FAMILIES 
When we compute relative to k+ 2E it may happen that we 
perform a number of computations say one for each a E I , such 
that the computations are uniform in this a , and then one "big" 
computation at the end. We would like to do the same with con-
structibility, i.e. construct a set by giving relative construc-
tions of all its elements in a uniform way. Our intuition will 
be that information about I is given as uniform information, not 
spesific information about each element of I • 
Therefore, we want a notion of constructibility that makes a 
set constructible over a set of utelements, without making all 
·urelements constructible. 
To motivate our definition, observe the following result: 
Lemma 5.1 
Let A ~VI , ~ E On • Let 
a 1 , ••• ,an E I , ~ 1 , ••• ,am EOn such that 
x is b0 -definable in the parameters 
L~ [I], ••• ,L~ [I] • 
1 m 
Then there are 
a 1 , ••• ,an and 
0 
We have not found a suitable reference, so we indicate the 
proof: 
Each element in L~ is definable by some parameters in 
LS 1 , ••• ,LSn for some s1 , ••• ,an < ~. 
These parameters are again definable by other parameters. 
,.. 
By well-foundedness we see that after a finite number of steps we 
obtain parameters defined over some LS using no parameters 
from LS • What is left now is a technical argument that 're-
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places' a parameter in a formula by a definition of this parameter. 
We omit these details. 
In the following definition we think of P as a nice set of 
ordinals, for instance the lengths of computations with natural 
number arguments. (This corresponds to the ordinals called 
constructible in Harrington [7]) • We give, however, the defini-
tion in a general form. 
Definition 5.2 
Let A c VI , a E On , P c On • 
We say that 
x is constructible in A on level a partially relative 
to P 
if 
i x E L![IJ • 
ii x is 
-
~0-definable in parameters 
a 1 , ••.• ,a.n are elements in P n a • 
These sets we denote by s!(P) • 
A A La [I], ••• ,La [I] 
1 n 
where 
0 
It is trivially seen that, if a > s and P contains no 
ordinals between a and 8 , then s!(Pa) = ~(Pa) • 
Lemma 5.3 
Let 9 be a theory and (Ma) aEI = Spec(s) • Let P ~Man On 
R 
be ~ 1 ®-definable over Ma • Then 
R 
sa9 (P) E Ma for all a E Ma. 
R 
Moreover, sa.®(p) is Ma-clean. 
Proof Ma satisfies ~ 1 -separation, so P n a E Ma • We also 
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R 
have that P n ~ is clean. By 4o5, L~@[I] E Ma. The condition 
"6 0 -definable'' is 61-definable as may be seen from the proof of 
R 
corollary 4.5. Thus sa®(p) E Ma by 61-separation. Moreover, 
all 6 0 -definable elements of TC(Ma) will by 6 0-separation be 
elements of Ma . 
All elements of are 
R 
6 0 -definable in parameters from 
Ma , since Thus 
Corollary 5.4 
.... 
s ® 
~ 
is clean. 
0 
Let Pa = [a; ((n,a,m),a) E R9 
.... for some n and m from w}. 
Let eta = sup[ On n Ma} • 
Then 
R 
= s @(p ) • 
a.a a 
Proof 
R 
Pa is 619-definable over Ma , and Pa = Ma , so ~ follows 
from lemma 5.3. 
All codes A for sets in Ma will be of the form 
fb; (3:~'<a.)(((n0 ,a,b,O),a.')ER9 } for some a. EPa. 
The reason for this is that if the characteristic function of A 
is Ab{n0 }(a,b) , then we may find a computation in a of length 
a. greater than the lengths of the computations [n0 )(a,b) • 
But then 
Let A code X • By a trivial argument we see that 
X E 
R® L~+rn(x) [I] 
A and R@l and X is definable from La+rn(x) [I] • 
For any 
R 
and 1 13 ®[I] 
But then 
S > a + rn(x) we ·Will have x 
- . 
definable from A 
, and there will always be some S E Pa of this kind. 
0 
We might as well have defined Ma in this way and obtained 
a definition parallel to the one of the companion (see the intro-
duction). But that would be a bit ad hoc. 
Also note that in the definition of Pa we jump over a lot of 
ordinals from Ma • We may have a E Ma 
' 
s < a. , s E Ma but 
13 i S~(Pa) • This is essential since a. n Ma does not belong 
to Ma for all ex. E Ma • 
Definition 5.5 
Let (Ma)aEI be a family nice relative to some R • We 
define by induction on a. two concepts: 
i The family (M~(R))aEI • 
ii ex. is a-necessary • 
We always denote by the set of a-necessary ordinals less 
than a • 
0 is a-necessary. 
2. ~(R) = s:(~~) (See definition 5.2). 
a. is a-necessary if 
i ~ = s+ 1 for some a-necessary s • 
ii There is a 60 -formula ~ with parameters from M~(R) 
such thet 
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Cl 
Vb E I ~y E M(a,b)(R)cp (a,b,y) 
and 
VY E ~~bE I (V5E M(a,b)(R))(cp(a,b,o) => o > y) 0 
This definition should be understood from the following re-
flections: In the proof of theorem 4.6 we found the length of a 
computation in a , either by adding 1 to another length of a 
computation, or, by using t*-collection, to find an upper bound 
for a set of uniform computations. By the definition above, we 
see that the ordinals of a-necessity are obtained in a parallel 
way, and that the families 
will 'converge' to the least nice family relative to R • 
Obviously all a-necessary ordinals will be in Ma • Let 
N = a 
relative to R • 
We will verify that is a nice family 
Both t*-collection and rudimentary closure are trivial by the 
definition. To see that M~(R) is an abstract structure, we use 
a natural notation system for the a-necessary ordinals: 
1 is an a-code for 0 • 
If x is an a-code for ex. , then 2 x will be an a-code 
for a.+ 1 • 
If a. is a-necessary by clause ii in the definition, there 
will be a 6 0 -formula cp with parameters from ~~(R) such that 
and these y's have to be chosen cofinal in a. • We may assume 
that the parameters from ~(R) are all of the kind x . = La.R . [I ] 1 1 1 
where ai are a-necessary ordinals. 
Also assume that 
a-codes e1 , ••• ,en. 
for ex. • 
~ has G5del-number j and a 1 , ••• an has 
(e1 ' •• • ,en) J. 
Then 3 ·5 will be an a-code 
This ends the construction of the notation system. 
The relation 
"e is an a-notation for ex." will be ~:.* • 
Now let x E Ma be defined by formula ~i from parameters 
R R La , ••• ,La • Assume cx.1 , ••• ,cx.n have a-notations e1 , ••• ,en. 1 n 
Then we associate to x the number 
Using this it is not hard, in a ~:.*-manner, to define a code for x. 
0. 
If we simulated the definition of in the w-case, we 
would stop at the first R-admissible ordinal. 
Also note that given R , we use theorem 4.7 and see that·; R 
induces a least type-k-theory on I by this definition. 
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6. CHARACTERIZING ENVELOPES 
In this section we characterize those type-k- theories ® 
such that k+ 1- en(s) is the k+ 1-envelope of some normal 
typ k+2-functional F • 
The starting point is the following result over w A finite 
theory ® over w is the theory of a normal type-two functional 
if and only if n is not R9-recursively Mahlo (see theorem G 
of the introduction). 
As a preparation for the general result we give a brief sketch 
of the w-result: 
Let f: On ~ On be a normal function ~ 1 in R9 and without 
R9-admissible fix-points. Define inductively 
* ¢ R = 0 
* * R). = u R y<"A. y , when A is a limit 
* * Ry+1 = R u y * f((n,m), rank(R )); m is a ®-computation y 
* of length < f(rank(RY)+ 1) and n is a 
subcomputation of m) 
.. * 
u [(O,f(rank(R )+ 1))) • y 
* It is easily verified that R9 is 
* any level of R9 is definable from 
ordinal must be an R9-admissible ordinal. 
* 
R9 , and that R8 at 
* Thus an R8-admissible 
At limit stages the rank of R9 is a fix-point for f • 
Between these ordinals, we have put in prewellorderings of suit-
* able lengths to guarantee that we do not find any R8-admissible 
* ordinal there. Thus ~ is forced to be the least R9-admissible 
ordinal, and 
* 
R* 
L ® = 
a. 
R 
L ® 
ex. • 
R® can be coded as a type-2-functional F • Due to the mini-
mality of a. , the 1-section of F is equal to 
R* 
L ® n 2w = 
a. 
* 
Since 
R9 and R® are A1 in each other we may from this conclude that 
the 1-envelope of F consists of exactly the E1(R9 } subsets 
of w , which by the imbedding theorem is the 1-envelope of ® • 
On the other hand, if 1-en(®) = 1-en(F) for some normal 
type two F , the set of computations in F 
in R • Moreover, if ®' is the theory of e 
will be E1-definable 
F , R®' will be 
A1 (R9 ) • a. will be the least 
f(y) = least s such that R 8' 
R9 ,-admissible ordinal. Define 
n W X y is A1-definable in 
This f will be a 
counterexample to Mahlo-ness. 
We are going to copy this proof. Our problem will be to find 
a suitable generalization of Mahlo and admissibility. 
In .the proof above we jumped over all admissibles, since re-
cursion stops at admissible ordinals. Recalling theorem 4.6, we 
·remember that nice families are closed under recursion. 
The concept of nice family is not a direct generalization of 
admissibility, but of admissibility pluss local countability. 
Local countability corresponds to the condition that each Ma is 
an abstract structure. 
Theorem 6.1 
Let ® be a type-k-theory. 
Let Spec ® = ((Ma)aEI'R®) , and let 
o. = sup (On n Ma ; a E I ) • 
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Then the following statements are equivalent: 
1 • k + 1 - en ® = k + 1 - en F , for some normal type k-t-2-functional F. 
2. There is a R c N = U M 
aEI a 
such that 
i R is 6.*-definable in Re 
* ii R® is 6. -definable in R • 
-
iii (M~(R))aEI = (Ma)aEI • 
Remark Recall from definition 5.5 that (~(R))aEI will be the 
least family nice relative to R • 
Note that we do not have to bother with condition ii, since 
given R' satisfying i and 11!1 the direct union of R9 and R 
would satisfy i, ii and iii. 
Proof 
1 => 2 
Assume k+ 1- en(e) = k+1-en(F) • 
Let RF = R8 , , where e' is the theory of F • Then 
corollary 3.18 
It is not hard to see from the proof of theorem 4.7 that 
RF will fulfill the conditions on R in 2, since 
2 => 1 
Let R be given as in the theorem. 
Define the functional F by 
{ 1 if A is a code for an element in R F(A) = 
0 otherwise 
Claim 1 
F n M is 6*(R8 )-definable. 
Proof 
F(A) = 1 <=> (:!rx) (A is a code for X and X E R) 
<=> (vx)(A is a code for X => X E R) 
F(A) = 0 <=> A is not a code 
or (:!rx) (A is a code for X and X /. R) 
<=> A is not a code 
or (Vx) (A is a code for X => X /. R) • 
It is easily seen that this definition is absolute, since 
is an abstract structure. 
Claim 2 
R is 6*(F)-definable. 
Proof 
x E R <=> (~A)(A is a code for x and F(A) = 1) 
<=> (vA)(A is a code for x => F(A) = 1) 
6 .. 4 
each 
Again we use the fact that each Ma is an abstract structure to 
prove absoluteness. 
Claim '3 
Ma 
The definitions in claims 1 and 2 hold when restricted to any 
nice family (Na)aEI • 
6,5 
Proof 
We only used that 
'A is a code for x' 
is 61-definable over any rudimentary closed abstract structure, 
and that each Na is an abstract structure. 0 
( k+2 ) We know that (Ma F, E >aEI is a family nice relative to 
Thus (Ma(F,k+2E))aEI is a family nice relative to R • 
Then 
since (M~(R))aEI is the minimal family relative to R • Inclu-
sion between families means inclusion in each component. 
But 
So Spec(F,k+2E) is the same as Spec(@) • 
R is 6*(F)-definable, so F k+2E 
' 
R 2 E A*(R~H) • F, k+ E o 
On the other hand 
F n M is 6*(RF)-definable. 
Then R and 
F k+2E , 
are in each other, and by 
corollary 3.18 
k+2 k + 1 - en F , E = k + 1 - en e .. 
0 
F .. 
We promised a generalization of the characterization result 
over w • Recall that an ordinal ~ is R-recursively Mahlo if 
all R-recursive functions are closed in some R-admissible ~ < ~. 
6.6 
It is this formulation of the Mahlo property we will generalize. 
Definition 6.2 
a Let (Ma>aei be a family, M = U M and 
aei a 
f : M ... M a function. 
We say that f is closed in (Ma>aei if 
(V a E I ) ( x E Ma => f(x) EMa) • 
b Let (Ma>aei be a family nice relative to some R c M • 
We say that (Ma>aei is R-impenetrable if for all normal 
functions 
f : On n M - On n M 
such that f is A*(R)-definable and closed in (M ) 
L.\ a aei ' 
there is a family 
nice relative to R such that f ~s closed in (N ) 
..... a aer . 
c We call f rapid if f is a counterexample to impenetrability. 
0 
Note that over w , impenetrability and Mahloness coincide. 
In that case there is only one Ma , and niceness corresponds to 
admissibility. 
Theorem 6.3 
Let @ be a type-k-theor;)r. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
1. k + 1 - en (e) = k+ 1 - en(F) , for some normal type-k+2-func-
tional F • 
Remark In the w-case we gave a direct proof of this theorem. 
Here we have sorted out one half of the argument in theorem 6.1, 
i.e. the construction of F from R and vice versa. Here we 
will give the general form of the other, namely the construction 
of R from a rapid function f and vice versa. Thus we use 
theorem 6.1. 
Proof 
1 => 2 Let R E ~*(R6 ) be such that 
i.e. (Ma)aEI is the least nice family relative to R • (From 
the proof of theorem 6.1 we know that RF is a suitable represen-
tative for R) • 
We recall from section 5 that Pa denotes the lengths of 
R'HI R 'HI ®[a)-computations, and that Sa. ~(Pa) =lvla. Also (Sa.~::~(pa))aEI = 
(~(R))aEI • 
R@ But R will be ~*-definable over ((S H(P )) R) and 
ex. a aei' @ 
each 'finite part' of R will be a*-definable over 
R ((s~8 (Pa)>aei'R®) for some s <a. • 
Now let y be given. 
We let f( y + 1) be the least s such that 
R@ 
R n ( u sy~ 1 (Pa)) 
aer 
R 
is defined inside (SS9(pa)>aer • This will be made more precise 
later. 
Note that 
R 
S e (P ) = y+1 a 
Rc. 
L ~ [I] 
y+1 
which is ~*(R~)-definable. Thus 
.R 
x = R n Ly~ 1 [I] 
6.8 
is ~*(R8 )-definable as a function of y , and there are ~0 (R®)­
formulas ~ and ~ such that 
R 
x = R n L @ 1 [I] <=> -~ y Cfl (X, y, y) y+ 
<=> Vy $(x,y,y) 
where the formulas are absolute with respect to all ~a having y 
as an element. 
Then we can give a precise definition of f at successor 
stages: 
f(y+ 1) = ~ <=> S is the least ordinal ~ Y+ 1 such that 
Re Re (3:x E Ls l((Ss H(Pa)>aEI I= ay ~(x,y,y) 
R 
& (Ss B(Pa,) >aEI I= Vy w(x,y,y)) • 
By E* (R8 )-collection we see that f( y + 1) E Ma • 
We define f to be continuous at limit stages. 
We will prove that f will be rapid, i.e. that. (Ma)aEI is 
not R8 -impenetrable. To obtain a contradiction, assume that f 
is closed in 
and that (N ) a aEI is nice relative to R 
Our &*-definition of 
R 
R n L 8 [I] y+1 
by definition of f • Thus 
R n U N 
aEI a 
Q • 
~!.!> 
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will be ~*-definable over (Na>aei and 
nice relative to R • Then (M~(R))aEI , 
R8 , so (Na>aei is 
which is the minimal 
family nice relative to R , will be included in (Na>aei • But, 
by assumption 
This is a contradiction. 
2 => 1 Notation: Let ~ E On • By R8 ~~ we mean 
R® f'~ = [a; (:_;ryE a) ((a,y) E R®) 
i.e. the set of ®-computations of length less than ~ • 
Let f be rapid. 
Let Ry = { (a, b, Y) ; a E R8 t f ( V) & b E R® f" f ( y) & a < ® b} • 
R = U R • 
y<O. v 
Let 
Obviously R is ~*(R8 )-definable, since f is • R8 will be 
~*(R)-definable over any R-nice family, since R is just a 
'collapsing' of R® • Let 
(Na)aEI = (~~(R))aEI , i.e. the least R-nice family. 
We claim that f is closed in (Na>aEI • 
Proof 
Let 
Then 
y E Na , and suppose Y E M~ for some a 
f(a,b) , (a,b,y) E R} 
a-necessary ~ • 
is a prewellordering of length f(y) But then f(Y) is an 
ordinal in Na , since Na is an abstract structure, and the 
claim is proved. 
6.10 
Since f is rapid, f is not closed in any proper subfamily 
of (Ma)aEI • Then (M~(R)) = (Ma>aEI , and we may use theorem 6.1. 
0 
7.1 
7 RECURSION IN THE SUPERJ~~ 
The superjump s 3 was originally introduced by R. Gandy [6]. 
It can be generalized to a functional sk+3 of type k+ 3 de-
fined as follows: 
0 if 
1 if 
where e is a Kleene-index and F a type-k+2 functional. sk+3 
was intensively studied by Harrington in his thesis [7]. Some of 
his main conclusions were: 
i Recursion in sk+3 ,F fails to be a theory on one important 
point: 
A set may be semirecursive and co-semirecursive without being 
recursive. 
ii Given F E tp(k+ 2) , there is a theory ~ such that 
k+ 1 -so e[a] = k+ 1- so (sk+3 ,F,a) for all a E I 
k+ 1 - en e S: k + 1 - en ( sk+ 3, F) • 
The theory in g is obtained from a hierarchy generali .... ,_ 
zing the hierarchy introduced by Harrington in [8]. We call 
this theory the Harrington-theory for F,sk+3 • 
The starting point for the investigations in · 
this section was the main results of Harrington [8]: 
a 
b 
Let F s3 F be the ordinal p = (.!J ' 1 
Then F is the first ordinal p 
LF n fiJ(w) = 1- sc(s3 ,F) • 
PF 
for recursion in s3 ,F • 
which is recursively Mahlo in F. 
We will characterize those theories that are the Harrington-
theories of sk+3 ,F for some F E tp(k + 2) • 'This is done much 
in the flavor of our characterization of theories in normal F's. 
We define a notion of strongly impenetrable, which in the 
w-case coincides with impenetrability and Mahloness, but which in 
the higher type case is probably a strictly stronger notion. 
We prove that Harrington-recursion in sk·l-3 ,F gives us a 
strongly impenetrable structure, and that his hierarchy for 
sk+3,F will close up inside such a structure. Then if a family 
may be 'collapsed' to a minimal strongly impenetrable family, 
this family will be the spectrum of Harrington-recursion in sk+3 
and some type- k+ 2 F • 
Now we recall the definition of Harrington's hierarchy for 
recursion in sk+3 ,F • (See definition 3.5 of Harrington [7]). 
Definition 7.1 
a 
-
For any X ~ tp(k) and e E w , let 
w! = [x; [eJ~(x) : 0 J , 
WX be the set 
e 
where [e}X is the eth type k+1 function arithmetic 
tJ. 
(i.e. tJ,-recursive) in k+ 2E and X • 
b We will now define: 
i_ A subset 'YlF of I 
ii A function IF •• /'y1F ~ O ~ ~ rdinals; and for each ordinal a 
in the range of IF; 
iii A subset, HF of I . cr 
This will be done by simultaneously, for each a E I inductively 
fJr. F IF F defining a set of integers, r~a, and a function a=1Za-
Ordinals. 
and 
and HF will then at the same time be defined by: 
a 
HF = 
0 
¢ 
F 
Ha+1 = 
u 
(For the sake of convenience, all superscripts will from now on 
be omitted whenever possible). 
( i) 1 E rna' 11 I a = 0 
( i i) X E na => 2x E 'f'ta and I 2x I a = I X I a + 1 
(iii) given m,e E w , if m E na' lmla = a , 
and if 
(H ,a) 
We a ~ ')l, 
then 3m.5e E 1la, l3m•5ela = the 1st limit ordinal greater 
than a and greater than lbl for all 
(H ,a) 
b E We a • 
(iv) given e E w , if there is a limit ordinal A such that 
(a) Vm,e' E w Vb E I A. -1 l3m·5 81 lb 
-
(b) Vb E 1iL, lbl < A. => e t E fu<a,b) and 
lel(a,b) < A. 
then 7e E t!J~"L l7e I = the 1st limit ordinal 
· 'a' • a 
satisfying (a) and (b). 
7.4 
For a E I and m 1.1va' let lmla = I (m,a) I = cc. 0 
Remark This definiton is almost identical to Harrington's. The 
only difference is that we have used "~.J.-recursive in k+2E,X" 
where Harrington uses "primitive recursive in k+2E,X". The 
stronger condition seems to be necessary in order to prove the 
equivalence to Kleene recursion. 
A recursion theory is defined from this hierarchy in the 
following way: 
For e E w and a E I , let 
k+3 [e}F,S (a) ':::' x mean that 
e = (e 0 ,e1) , e 0 E 1~a and 
fe1}:feofa :: X 1t 
It is this theory that is the Harrington-theory for F,sk+3 and 
which has all the nice properties listed above. 
Lemma 7.2 
Let e be a theory, let (Ma>aEI = Spec(e) and let F be 
~*-definable over ((Ma>aEI'R8) • Then the following set is 
~*-definable over ((Ma>aEI,R~) 
F {(Hcr,a,e,cr); e is an a-notation for cr} n M ( = U M ) 
aEI a 
, 
where e is an a-notation for 0' if e E 11a and lei! = 0' • 
Proof By the following claim, the lemma will follow by theorem 4.4: 
Claim: Let y E On , and assume 
. F 
A = [(H ,a,e,cr); e is an a-notation for cr 
0' 
and cr < y} is given. 
7.5 
We may then, in a b*-way recognize the notations for y , and, 
by a b*-definition define 
Proof 
a Definition of is a limit and 
By the original definition of F ~ , we see 
b Assume y = A. is a limit. 
Answer to the problem: Is 3m.5e an a-notation for >.,? : 
is an a-notation for if 
level before 
.(Hcr, a) 
A. , say i.e. 
m E 'itZ..s at some 
F (Hcr,a,m,cr) E A , and 
if we = and is unbounded in the natural ordering 
of the notations up to level A. • 
Given a,m,e it is simple to find cr and Hcr fom A 
if they exist. Note that the arithmetic hierarchy for 
F Hcr, k+2E is defined by a simple inductive definition of 
length w ~ and will when we are inside some Mb , be con-
(H ,a) 
tained in Mb • Thus we may construct We cr from H0 
(H ,a) 
and a • Now it is simple to check if We cr has the 
required properties. 
c Assume y = A. is a limit. 
' 
How to answer the problem: Is an a-notation for '\ ? • 1\. • • 
First, as in b, check that A. is not given any notation of 
m e' rv7 the type 13 ,5 lb • If not, see if for any b E r~ , 
e will be an element of rrv(a,b) and I el(a,b) <A , and 
that no A.' <A. has these properties. This can be done in 
d 
e 
f 
7.6 
Assume Y = Yo + 1 • We define from 
HF 
HF 
y 
= {(e,a,O) . a E W OJ y 
' 
e 
F 
((e,a,x+1) 
(H01a) 
= x} u . F ( [ e} ) ~ 
' IJ. 
From b we know that the arithmetical hierarchy may be con-
structed, and since F is supposed to be ~*-definable, 
H~ will be. 
If y = 0 , we always have 1 E'fu. a and 11 Ia = 0 • 
If y = y + 0 1 we find the a-notations for y by 
X is an a-notation for Yo => 2x is an a-notation for 
This exhaust all possibilitites, and we may use theorem 4.4 on 
definability of inductive definitions. 0 
y 
Note that we have not assumed or proved that (Ma>aEI is 
really closed under Harringston's hierarchy. But if y E Ma and 
y has an a-notation e , then H~ E Ma , and Harrington's 
hierarchy up to this point will be ~*-definable. 
Definition 7.3 
a Let a E I • A function f is ~* a 
if f is ~* over the family ((M(a,b))bEI'a) • 
b A family (Mb)bEI is strongly impenetrable if for all a E I 
and all ~;-functions f , if f is closed in (M(a,b))bEI , 
then there is a family (Nb)bEI , nice relative to 
that for all b Nb 1 M(a,b) , and f is closed in 
a , such 
• 
Remark In most cases, (Mb)bEI will be the spectrum of some 
theory 9 , and all notions will be relativized to R9 • Then 
Nb ; M(a,b) actually implies that the ordinals in Nb will be 
a proper initial segment of the ordinals in M(a,b) • 
In our definition of strongly impenetrability, we claim 
Vb(Nb 1 M(a,b))• We would have an.equivalent definition if we 
instead claimed N0 ~ Na • The proofs we are going to give will 
work for both possibilities. 
To explain the difference between impenetrability and strong 
impenetrability we notify that: Impenetrability says: It is 
impossible to run through all of the components of the family. 
Strong impenetrability says: It is impossible to run through any 
of the components of the family. 
In w-case, there is only one component~ so the two concepts 
coincide. 
Lemma 7.4 
Let 9 be a type-k-theory. Let ((Ma>aei'R9 ) be the spectrum 
of 9 • Assume that (Ma>aei is strongly R9-impenetrable. Let 
F be 6* over ((Ma>aei'R~) • Then, for all a E I, 
k + 1 - s c ( F , a) c Ma • 
Proof 
By lemma 7.2 it suffices to prove that when there is an 
a-notation for a , then cr E Ma • We prove this by induction 
on cr • 
The only new case beyond theorem 4.6 is case vi which intro-
duces recursion in the superjump. So let 
cr = l7ela = A. • 
Assume that the conclusion holds for all ordinals less than A., 
and assume that 1 is the least ordinal such that 
Vb(b E ?'1& jbj <.A. => e E n(a,b) & lei (a, b) < A) • 
Define g(a) = IJ.S((Vb E'tL)( lbl <ex.=> jel(a,b) < S) • 
By lemma 7.2 and ~*-collection, we see that (M(a,b))bEI is 
closed under g , and that g is 
Since (:[via) aei is strongly impenetrable, g will be closed 
in some (Nb)bEI' where N0 ~ r·ia • Let A.' = Sup{On nN0 } J and 
let A." E Ma be such that A." >A.' • Of :e ourse, A.~ A.' since 
A.' also has properties~ and bin part vi of definition 7.1, 
and A. was supposed to be the least such ordinal. But then 
A< A", A. 11 E Ma and A. is definable from A. 11 and from Harring-
ton's hierarchy. Thus A. E Ma itself. 0 
Lemma 7.5 
Let F be a functional of type k+2, let ~ be the Harring-
ton-theory for sk+3 ,F • and let Spec(e) = (((Ma>aer>,R9) • 
Then R9 and F n M(= u Ma) are ~* in each other, and 
aEI 
(Ma>aei is strongly R9-impenetrable. 
Proof 
By lemmas 7.2 and 7.4 we see that Harrington's hierarchy is 
~*-definable i~ F n M • On the other hand, all information about 
F n M lies in Harrington's hierarchy. Thus F will be ~*-defin-
able in this hierarchy, or in RB • 
The rest of the theorem will be proved by contradiction. 
Let f be a counterexample to strong impenetrability. Assume 
that f is ~; • Let (Nb)bEI be the least nice .closure family 
for f • 
If f is not ~* over (Nb)bEI and a , we could use an-
other function f* defined as 
f*(x) = (f(x),a) , where a is the least ordinal such that the 
defining formulas for f(x) are valid inside 
(See corollary 5.4 for notation). This new f* is ~*-definable, 
and ~*-definable inside any nice family in which it is closed. 
Thus we may assume that f is ~* over (Nb)bEI and a • 
Then for some bo ' Nb = M . By definition (Nb)bEI 0 (a,b 0 ) 
will be penetrated by f t so by theorem 6~3 (Nb)bEI is the 
spectrum of a functional G such that en(G) ~ en(e[a]). Then G 
is ~[a)-computable, by the argument from 3.18. But since G is 
&[a)-computable, there is a S[a,b 0 ]-recursive ordinal greater 
than all G, b 0 -recursive ordinals. Thus k+ 1- sc ( G, b 0 ) E M( a, b 0 ). 
But this is impossible since, by collection Nb = p"(k+1-sc(G,b0 )) 
0 
would be an element of 
0 
Definition 7.6 
Let (M8 )aEI be a nice family relative to R • We say that 
(Ma>aei is hyper impenetrable in R if 
i (Ma>aei is strongly R-impenetrable. 
ii For all ~*(R)-functions f closed in (Ma>aei there is a 
strongly R-impenetrable family (Na>aei such that 
and 
f is closed 1.·n (N ) a aEI • 0 
7 ... 10 
Remark In the w-case, hyper-impenetrability is the same as 
hyper-Mahlo. 
Theorem 7.7 
Let @ be a type-k-theory. Then the following two statements 
are equivalent. 
i There is a functional F of type k+2 such that ® is the 
Harrington-theory of F,sk+3 
ii Spec(e) is strongly R8-impenetrable, but not 
penetrable. 
R -hyper-im-® 
Remark: Over w we then obtain. ,Let a. be the ordinal of ® , 
then e is the Harrington-theory of s 3 and some type-two F if 
and only if a. is 
Proof 
i => ii Let F be given as in the assumption, let ®' be the 
Harrington-theory of F,sk+3 , and let RF = R9 , • RF will then 
be ~*(R8 ) • Let y E On and let RF f' y = ((a,~) E Rp; f3 < y) = 
RF n I x Y • 
Let Spec(®) = ((Ma>aei'R®) • 
Recall from section 5 that the hierarchy 
R® * ((SSH(Pa)>aei>seon is ~-definable in R8 
and that it approximates (Ma>aei • We assume that a ~*(R8 )­
definition of RF is given, and, as in the proof of theorem 6.3, 
we may define a ~*(R9 )-function f such that 
i f is normal 
g f(Y + 1) = least [3 such that the given definition of RF ~y 
works inside (SSR®(pa)>aei • 
7.11 
If f is closed in any strongly impenetrable family 
(Na>aEI c (Ma>aEI , we obtain that Spec(F,sk+3 ) ~ (Na>aEI 
oomponentwise, by lemma 7.4. By assumption then, f cannot be 
closed in any strongly R9 impenetrable proper subfamily of 
(Ma>aEI • But then (Ma>aEI is not R8-hyper impenetrable. 
That Spec(e) is strongly R9-impenetrable follows from 
theorem 3.17 and lemma 7.5. 
ii => i Let f be a counterexample to hyper-impenetrability. 
We may assume that f is only defined for ordinal numbers. For 
each Y , define RY = [(a,b,y) a and b are ®-computations 
and a <9 b and lbl 9 < Y} • Let R = u RY • As in the proof 
YE0n 
of theorem 6.3 R and R8 are b* in each other. Since f is 
closed in no R9-strongly impenetrable proper subfamily of 
(Ma)aEI , this family will be the least family strongly impene-
trable in R • 
From the proof of theorem 6.1, we recall the following defini-
tion of F 
= { 1 F(A) if A is a code for an element in R 
0 otherwise 
As in that proof, R and F will be b* in each other over any 
nice family. Thus (Ma)aEI is the least strongly impenetrable 
family relative to F • 
By lemma 7.4 we then obtain that Spec(F,sk+3) = Spec(®) , 
and RF and R® will be b* in each other. 
This ends the proof of the theorem. 
0 
APPENDIX 
In this Appendix we have collected detailed proofs for a 
number of technical results from sections 2 and 3 • 
A~1 PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2 
We claim that A is a code if and only if 
i A consists of pairs 
ii A is well-founded 
iii (O,a) will always be a minimal element 
(Va Vb)((b,(O,a)) E A=> b = (O,a)) 
iv Extensionality except for urelements 
( Va, b E dom A ) [ vc ( ( c , a) E A & (a, c) i A 
<=> (c,b) E A & (b,c) i A) 
<=> (((a,b) E A & (b,a) E A) 
or both a and b are on the 
form (O,d) and (O,e))] • 
v Maximal elements exist and are equivalent. 
(aa)(Vb)((a,b) E A=> (b,a) E A) 
& All maximal elements (like a above ) are e.qui valent. 
vi ( V( a, b) E A)( (a, a) E A & ( b, b) E A) • 
Obviously all codes satisfy i-vi. By induction on the height 
of the well-founded relation A , we prove that any A satisfying 
i-iv is a code. 
Say a~ b <=> (a,b) E A & (b,a) E A • 
Let Ao. be ·the elements of rank a. in A • To each a E dom A, 
we define a set xa , and prove by induction on rank a , that 
A .. 3 
* 
a. = 0 If 
If 
a = (O,b) , then let x = b • a 
a I (O,b) for all b , let xa = ¢ . 
In the first case, we obviously by iii and vi have 
xa = xb <=> a ~ b • 
In the second case, we use extensionality. 
a. > 0 Assume * holds for rank c < ~ , and let a be of rank a.. 
Let xa = fxb; (b,a) E A & (a, b) I. AJ • 
xa = xb <=> ( yy)ty E xa <=> y E xb) <=> (vc) (xc E xa ~ xc E xb) 
<=> Vc((c,a)EA & (a,c) I. A¢> (c,b)E A& (b,c).{A) 
<=> a := c • 
The last equivalence uses iv. 
Let a be maximal. Then A is a code for xa • 
A.2 PROOF OF LEMMA 2.3 
a Let A 1 = f ( a, b) ; ( a a 1 , b 1 )( a = ( 0 , a 1 ) & b = ( 1 , b 1 ) & ( a , b 1 ) E A ) 
v (aa1 ,b1 )(a= (1,a1)& b= (1,b1)& (a,b) E A 
& vc ( a 1 I ( 0, c) & b11 ( 0, c)) ) 
v (aa1 ,b1 )(a= (O,a1)& b = (O,b1)& (a, b) E A)} • 
What we have done here is to create a new code for x • 
If a set y E TC(fx}) , not being an urelement, is coded by 
a in A , we let it be coded by (1,a) in A1 • When we 
need a new urelement as a code, we now have a large supply to 
take it from. 
b 
A.4 
Identifying a function by it's graph, we see 
f = {[(a} , {a,y}} ; f(a) = y} 
Obviously f i TC((x}) , but some of the sets [{a} , {a,y)} , 
(a} or {a,y} may be elements of TC({x}) • 
The actual a's can, however, be picked out by a first 
order formula. To give an example we will do it for [a,y) 
(a,y) E TC((x})<=> it has a code bE dom A1 • 
Recall that a codes y • Thus, if such b exists, we 
must have 
((O,a),b) E A1 
(b,(O,a)) i A1 
(a E (a,y)) 
(a,b) E A1 and (b,a) i A1 (y E fa,y}). 
For all c , if (c,b) E A1 and (b,c) i A1 , then c = a 
or c = (O,a) (Only a and y are elements of (a,y}) • 
These properties of b characterizes the codes for (a,y} • 
Now, let (5,0) code f • 
(4,a) codes [(a} 
' 
r a,y}) if the set has not 
a code in A1 
(3,(a,1)) codes (a} " 
(3,(a,2)) codes {a,y} " 
The definition of a code for f is now simple. However, 
the formula is long and of no real interest. 
Let A1 and A2 be codes for Cl1 and 0.2 • 
Let B1 = f((1,a), (1,b)); (a, b) E A1} 
B2 = f((2,a), (2,b)); (a, b) E A2} 
Let (a,b) E C <=> (a, b) E B1 v (a,b) E B2 
v a E dom B1 & b E dom B2 • 
c will be a code for 0.1 + 0.2 • 0 
A.3 PROOF OF LEMMA 2.5 a 
The proof is by induction on the structure of ~ 
i ~(x,y) = X E y 
Let 
fcp (x,y) = u ( (y \. (y,{x})) x {YJ) • 
u ((y,(y,[x}))x {y}) = ¢ 
<=> y \. (y,{x})) X {Y} = {¢} V (y \. (y,{x} )) X {Y} = ¢ 
<=> y, (y,{x}) = ¢ , since ¢ is not a pair 
<=> X f_ y • 
. Now, let x E y • Then y, (y-... fxl)::c {x} 
{x} X {Y} = f(x,y)J , and U {(x,y)J = (x,y) • 
ii To avoid confusion with set pairing,, we here let < , 7 
denote the pairing on I • 
~ (x 1 y, z) = <X, YT = Z 
Let fcp = (x,y,z) \ u ({(x,y,z)}, f(x,y, <x,y?- )}) • 
Then 
<,x;Y? = z => ((x,y,z)} = ((x,y,<x,yr) 
and fcp(x,y,z) = (x,y,z) 
<x,y'? 1 z => f<x,y,z>J n r<x,y, <(x,y> >J = ¢ 
and fcp(x,y,z) = ¢ . 
By the same method we verify the lemma for 
cp(x,i,z) <=> (x)i = z , ~(a,x) <=> ci(a) = x 
and cp(x,y,z) <=> ev(i)(x,y) = z • 
Note ·that set pairing is rudimentary. 
A.5 
A.6 • 
.... 
iii cp(i) =-q,(x) 
Let fcp (~) = <x> , f ~ Ci) 
iv cp(x) = ~,Ci) v ~ 2 (x) 
fcp(~) = f~ 1 Cx) u f~2 Cx) = u {fw1Cx), fw 2<x)J 
The verifications are trivial in cases iii and iv • 
Let h be the rudimentary function defined by 
f(y,x2 , ••• ,xn)} , when x = (x1 , ••• ,xn) for 
h( {yJ J(· {:x:J}:=: { some x1 , 
¢ , otherwise. 
Let 
Then 
:.;rx1 E yl\f(x1 , ••• ,xn) => (ax1 E y)(f1\l(x1 , ••• ,xn) = (x1 , ••• ,xn)) 
=> (:3:x1 E y)h ([y}x {f1\l(x1 , .... ,xn)} = f(y,x2 , ••• ,xn)} • 
Since h({y}x{fi\J(x1 , ••• ,xn)}) is either (y,x2 , ••• ,xn) 
or 0 , we have 
vi cp(x) = xi E F 
fcp = U ({(x1, ••• xi_1)} X F n {xi} X f(xi+1'••••xn)J • 
This completes the proof. 
A.4 PROOF OF LEMMA 2.7 
"To be a sequence of codes" is first order definable. Also 
condition iii in definition 2.6 is 1. order. So, let A1 , ••• ,An 
be a sequence of codes satisfying iii. We claim that A1 , ••• ,An 
satisfies i and ii in definition 2.6 if and only if 
( Vc i, c j )( c i E d om Ai & c j E d. om A j 
& Vd((d,ci) E Ai & (ci,d) i Ai 
<=> (d,c.) EA. & (c.,d) i A.) 
J J J J 
=> c1. and c are both codes for urelements. j 
or (ci,cj) E Ai n Aj & (cj,ci) E Ai n Aj)) • 
Obviously any compatible sequence will satisfy this, and compati-
bility now follows by a simple induction. 
A.5 PROOF OF LEMMA 2.9 
We solve the problem pointed out in the remark in this 
We may effectively enumerate all rudimentary functions 
(fn}new such that when fi is a subfunction of fj 
' 
then 
Then, at each level m 1n the proof, 
ii For all new codes , (k,a) , to be constructed, choose 
k E (m} X w • 
We obtain by this a stronger lemma, viz. 
f~(i~, ..... ,An) is compatible to fj(A,t•••,An) 
for all i.j. 
We proceed to the details of the proof. 
way: 
i < j • 
\. 
A.8 
Note that the function h(A) = dom A is a rudimentary 
function. 
i 
ii 
We say that a is a main member in Aj if a codes 
f(x1 , ••• ,xn) = xi f* = f 
f(x1 , ••• ,xn) = X.\ X. ~ J 
Let 
Bk is the 'strict' code for xk and is first order defin-
able over dom Ak • 
Let 
g1 (Ak) = {(a) 0 ; a E Bk) = u {(a) 0 } 
aE~ 
g1 (Ak) consists of all. non-main members of Ak. Let 
g2 (Ak) = dom Ak' g1 (Ak) 
g2(Ak) consists of all main members of Ak • Let 
g3 (Ak) consists of all codes for the elements of xk • 
Let 
i.e. the codes for the elements in Here we use 
and A. 
J are compatible. 
Let f' be the function from lemma 2.8. Let 
f 2 gives us the original code restricted to TC(xi,xj) • 
Now we must split our construction into two cases: 
1 • 
2. 
xi' xj E TC( (xk}) , for some k 
x. 'x. i TC((xk}) , for any k • ~ J 
We prove that we can decide effectively between these cases. 
We have 
a codes if and only if 
(VbEI)((b,a)EBk => (bEdom f 2 (A1 , .... ,An) 
& ( V c E I )( ( b , c ) E f 2 (A 1 , ••• , An ) => ( c , b) E f 2 (A 1 , ••• , An) ) ) ) 
Now, let 
v (b codes 
v ( ( Vc )( c 
in some 
does not code 
A , 
k 
in any Ak) 
& b = (m,O) & (a= (m,O) v a codes an 
element of xi' xj )) ) } • 
Here m is the least number m such that for no a, k, 
(m,a) E dom Ak • 
It should easily be seen that this definition works. 
a is a code for [xi,xj} in Ak 
<=> (yb)(((b,a) E Ak <=> (a,b) E Ak) 
V b E g 2 (Ai) v b E g2 (Aj)) 
& (~b 1 ,b2 )(b 1 E g 2 (Ai) & b 2 E g2 (Aj) & (a,b1 ) f Ak 
& (a, b 2 ) i Ak) • 
A.1 0 
Now let 
Ai U Aj u f(a,b); ((aE g2(Ai) v a E g2(Aj)) & b is a 
code for {xi,xj} in some Ak) 
v (a and b are both codes for 
in some Ak) 
[x.,x.} 
l J 
v (Vc)(c is not a code for (xi,xj} in 
any Ak & b = (m,O) 
& (a= (m,O) v a E g2(Ai) v a E g2(Aj)))}. 
Also here m denotes the least number m such that 
(m,a) i dom Ak for any a E I , k .:5 n • 
iv f(x1 ,, •• ,xn) = u h(y,x2 , ••• ,xn) 
YEX1 
Let f' be the function from lemma 2.8 and let 
As in the previous cases, we may effectively split between the 
cases: Is f(x1 , ••• ,~) coded in some Ak or not? Then 
we may give a proper definition of f* • 
vi The code of an element a is (O,a). 
The code of an element (a,b) , will then be (O,(a,b)) ~ 
If f(a,i) = (a)i' then 
f*(<o,a), (O,i)) = (O,(a)i) 
vii 
Analogous for c. 
l 
and ev( i) • 
f(x1 , ••• ,xn) = xi n F • 
We use the following pairing of sets 
F = {([f,n}, {n}}; F(f) = n} 
f = {(fa,m}, [m}}; f(a) = m} 
A.11 
The code structure for the elements of F is as follows, 
parentheses indicating what is coded: 
e 1 (ewi xw) level 1 
-,, 
~ .. 
level 2 
level 4 
level 5 
level 6 
A.12 
Obviously, if e E dom(Ai) , we may check by a first order 
formula if e has a decoding like the one above. Also the levels 
and subcode relation, are first order definable. 
Now we are going to pick out those e1 coding elements of F • 
If e1 is given as in the diagram, the function 
e 4 which again is a subcode of e1J 
is first order definable, uniformly in e1 
codes an element of F if F(fe ) = (c3 )1 • This too is 
1 
first order in F • 
Now we must check if F n xi is coded in some Ak , but this 
is done exactly as in case ii. 
Here F was of type k+2 • Note that functionals of 
type~ k+2 have too large cardinality to have a code. 
This concludes the proof. 
A.6 PROOF OF LEMMA 2.10 
We prove the lemma by induction on the structure of ! . 
Let S be the universe of compatible sequences. 
i ')! = xi Ex. J 
A. E A'f (:3:aeg3 (Aj))(Ai= f'(a,Aj)) -<=> & A E S 
where g3 and f' are as in the proof of lemma 2.9. 
ii ! = ~1 v ~2 • A! = A'f u A~ 
1 2 
ill '1' = -~ ~ • .A'f = S \A~ 
iv '1' =:3:x E y~ 
(B1 ,A) E A'l' <=> (:3:a E g3 (B 1)) ( (f' (a,B1), ~ ,. • .. ,An) E A~) 
A.13 
.... 
where (B1 ,A) E S. 
v ~ = x E F • See last part of proof of lemma 2.9. 
0 
A. 7 PROOF OF LEMlYfA 3. 6 
We will prove that x E Ma if and only if x has a code 
in Ma • 
i Let A E Ma be a code for X • Since A E Ma' there must 
be a code for A in ;/a • But then A itself will be in 
r~ a , and X E Ma • 
ii Let x E Ma .. Then X has a code A in 
'lJa ' 
It is not 
hard to define a code for A in 
r:/a , and thus A E Ma • 
0 
A .8 PROOF OF Lm1J.VIA 3. 7 ii 
Let A1 , ••• ,An be a sequence of codes in Ma , Without loss 
of generality we may assume that n= 2 , that each Ai is compat-
ible with itself and that 
dom A1 n dom A2 ~ {0} X I • 
By induction on the rank of the codes, we are going to 
identify codes coding the same set. Formally, we use the fix-point 
theorem: 
1 if a E dom(A1 u A2 )& bE dom(A1u A2 ) & 
(1) ((a, b) EA1 V (a,b) EA2 
( 2) v (3: i 3: c)( ( c, b) E Ai & ( b, c) i Ai 
&g((a,c)) =g((c,a))= 1) 
(3) v a and b does not code urelements 
& a E dom Ai1 & b E dom Ai 2 
& (vc 1 :trc2 )((c 1 ,a) E Ai1 & (a,c1 ) i Ai 2 
G(g 1 (a,b)) = => (c2 ,b) ~ Ai2 & (b,c2) i Ai2 
& g((c 1 ,c2)) = g((c2,c 1 )) = 1 
& (vc2 :trc 1 )((c2 ,b) E Ai2 & (b,c2) i Ai 1 
=> (c1 ,a) E Ai1 & (a,c2) i Ai1 
& g((c 1 ,c2)) = g((c2,c1)) = 1 
0 otherwise, where all occurences of 
1(g((d,e)) = 1) in the negated formula is 
replaced by g((d,e)) = 0 • 
The numbers in parentheses indicates the numbers of the disjuncts. 
Let g be a fix-point for G • We prove that g is the characte-
ristic function for a set A having the following property: 
(a,b) E A if and only if a codes a set xa in A1 or in A2 , 
b codes a set xb in A1 or in A2 and xa E xb or xa = xb • 
By the first line in the definition of G , we see that if 
g((a,b)) = 1 , then xa and xb exist. 
We prove the claim by induction of the following ordering 
(a,b) _::: (c,d) if max rank(xa,xb) ~max rank(xc,xd) 
If max rank(xa,xb) = max rank(xc,xd) , then 
(a,b) _::: (c,d) if min rank(xa,xb) ~min rank(xc,xd) • 
A.15 
Max rank(xa,xb) = 0 4 There are several possibilities: 
i xa and xb are urelements and xa = xb • 
Then disjunct 1 holds. 
ii xa = ¢ and xb is an urelement, or they are different ur-
elements. Then the last disjunct is obviously false, the 
second says that b is not minimal in Ai and the first is 
again obviously wrong. 
iii xa = xb = ¢ . The premisses in the two implications in the 
third disjunct will be false for all c1, c2 'and thus this 
disjunct has to be correct. 
Next let max(rank xa, rank xb) > 0 , and assume the IH • Again 
we have three cases. 
i xa = xb. Then the·third disjunct says: 
"For all elements in xa we may find it in xb 
and vice versa" by the IH. 
This will be correct; and g((a,b)) = 1 • 
ii xa E xb • By IH the second disjunct says that 
"There is an element in xb that equals 
This will then be eorrect, and g((a,b)) = 1 • 
X II a . 
iii If xa I xb , we may find a counterexample to disjunct 3 , 
and the second disjunct will never be fulfilled. The first 
will obviously be false, and then g((a,b)) = 0 . 
From A, A1 and A2 it is now trivial to define compatible codes 
for x1 and x2 • 
D 
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A. 9 PROOF OF LEl.Vl}'LA. 3.1:5 
Let ~ be ~ 0 in R and assume that Ma ~ Vx ay ~(x,y) • 
As in the proof of lemma 3.12, we may prove that the set 
C = {(e,e') ; e and e' are a-indices for codes 0 
is semicomputable, uniformly in a • 
There is a function g , computable in a[a] , such that 
whenever e is an a-index for a code, then 
(e,g(e)) E C0 • 
Let f(o) = e for some a-index e for a code, and let 
f(n+1) = g(f(n)) • Then f is e[a]-computable, and 
,(f(n))nEw is a sequence for a-indices for codes for sets 
such that Vi ~(xi,xi+ 1 ) • 
(x.).E ~ ~ w 
Again we may assume that the codes are compatible, and that we 
may effectively find a "new" urelement outside the domains of the 
given codes, that we may use as a code for (xi)iEw • The defini-
tion of a code for (x.).E ~ ~ w is now fairly straight forward and 
is omitted here. 
0 
A.10 PROOF OF LEMMA 3.14 
Let A E Ma be a code for a clean set x , and let B E Ma 
be a code for an element y E x • 
Using the fix-point theorem, we may find the part of A 
coding the same set as B. does. Thus the immediate subcodes 
of A are themselves e(a]-computable. 
The set 
C = f(b,e) ; b E g3 (A) and e is an a-index for the 
subcode of A with main member b} 
A.17 
will be @[a)-semi-computable. Let f 0 be a e[a]-computable 
function such that 
and let 
Then f is computable, defined on g 3 (A) , and if b and c 
codes the same set, then f(b) = f(c) will be an index for the 
code for that set. Now it is a simple task to define a code for 
an enumeration of x • 0 
A.11 PROOF OF LEMMA 3.16 
a We prove the lemma by induction on the complexity of 
il 0-formulas. 
i is * il , then Q is il* by defini-
tion. 
11 Assume Q = Q1 U Q2 , and let ~ 1 , ~2 , w1 and w2 be 
il0 -formulas such that 
:' ...... 
x E Qi <=> ~y E M ~i (x,y) <=> ~y E Mx ~i (i,y) 
=> Vy E Mx ¢i(i,y) => Vy EM ~i(x,y) , 
where 
The ~-form for Q will be 
... ... .... 
x E Q <=> ~y(~1 (x,y) v ~ 2 (x,y)) 
.... -<=> (~y E Mx) (~ 1 (x,y) v ~ 2 (x,y)) 
The IT-form for Q will be 
-+ _, -+ 
X E Q <=> (Vy E Ni )( w1 ( x, y )) V (Vy E Ni) ( \V 2 ( x, Y)) 
' 
c vy E Nx )( ~ 1 c i, c Y ) o ) v 1\12 c x , c Y ) 1 ) 
_, _, 
iii (x,x) E Q <=> (:try Ex)( (y ,x) E Q1) 
Let cp1 and w1 be as above. Then 
_, .... 
VY E X . a z e NY' X (~ Mx 'y '~) ( cp ( y' X' z) v 1 1\1 ( y, X' z) ) • 
By L*-collection there is a set u E Nx i such that , 
-+ (*) (Vy Ex)(az eu)(cp(u,x,z) v 11\l(y,x,z)) • 
We claim that the following formulas define Q and 
has the required absoluteness properties: 
(I) (au E Nx,~)(Vy Ex a z E u (cp(y,x,z) v 7 1\f(y,x,z)) 
_, 
& :3: y EX :3: z E U cp ( y ,x, z)) 
( I I ) ( v u E Nx, i )(y- y E x a z E u ( cp ( y, x, z ) v ll\l ( y, i, z ) ) 
=> :1 y E x a z E u cp ( y, x, z ) ) • 
To prove the claim there are four implications to establish: 
... 
1 • Assume (:3: y E X) ( ( y, X) E Q 1 ) 
1 .1 Validity of (I): vfe use the u from ( *), and pick one 
. _, 
y in x satisfying ( (y ,x) E Q1 ) • Since we cannot have 
-+ _, 
both :H:z cp(y,x,z) and :tl:z li\J(y,x,z) , the actual z 
from (*) must satisfy cp(y,x,z). 
A .. 19 
1.2 Validity of (II): Let u EM be arbitrary satisfying 
Let y be as above. By the same argument, the actual 
z must satisfy ~(y,i,z) . 
2.1 Now, let u E M be an arbitrary set satisfying (I) 
(i.e. we do not claim that u E Mx,i but that u satis-
fies the rest of (I)). Then there is a y Ex and a 
- -z E u such that c.p(y ,x, z) • But then :[ z ~(y ,x, z) 
holds for some y E x , and (x,i) E Q • 
2.2 At last, assume that for all u E Mx x , (II) holds. 
' 
Let then u come from (*). Then the premise in (II) 
is satisfied and we may proceed as in 2.1. 
From the proof we see that the 6 0 formula ~ we constructed 
has the properties: 
-au ~ => X E Q -x E Q => :[ u E M ... ~ x,x 
-Vu E M - c.p => x E Q x,x 
... 
x E Q => Vu cp 
The absoluteness properties then follow trivially • 
. h Let ~ and ~ be 60-formulas such that 
X E p <=> ay E ~ ~(y,i) <=> Vy E Mx ~(y,x) 
... 
<=> ay cp (y ,x) <=> vy 'V (y ,x) 
... -Let x E TC(Mb) • Then for some u E Mb , x = x 1 , ••• ,xn 
are all elements of TC(u) E Mb • Assume that u is 
transitive. We know 
A.,20 
Again we find a v E Mb such that 
vx E unay E v (cp(y,x)vl~(y,x)) • 
.... 
ThU:s, when x E TC(Mb) we have 
.... ~ .... 
x E P <=> :3:y E TC(Mb) cp (y,x) <=> Vy E TC(JYib) W (y,x) 
Our definition will then be 
X E p <=> :3: v :3: y E v ~ ( y, i) 
.... 
<=> Vv Vy E v ~(y,x) 
over Mb • 
B.1 
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